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Segmental retaining walls typically fall into one of  
three categories.

GRAVITY RETAINING WALL
The first category — a gravity wall — is a retaining wall that does 
not use soil reinforcement. A gravity wall has height limitations 
specific to each product. An advantage of this type of retaining 
wall is that it requires a smaller work area behind the wall. A 
gravity wall relies on the weight and setback of the block to  
resist the soil forces being exerted on the wall.

GEOSYNTHETIC-REINFORCED RETAINING WALL
The second category is a geosynthetic-reinforced wall, which 
needs to be designed by a qualified engineer. There are 
(theoretically) no height limitations with reinforced retaining 
walls, and they are used in larger applications. It requires  
more work area behind the structure. 

The block of soil is stabilized by introducing reinforcement 
layers into the soil mass behind the facing units. The larger the 
stabilized soil mass, the more soil can be retained or held back. 
The geosynthetic reinforcement in the soil extends past the 
theoretical failure plane and serves to create a large, rectangular 
mass of block and soil, restraining the retained soil.

ANCHORPLEX™ SYSTEM
The third category is the Anchorplex™ system, which offers 
a unique, nonconventional solution to problematic wall 
construction sites. It is a retaining wall built with Anchor™ 
products and structural backfill specified by Anchor Wall 
Systems, and backed by engineering support tools developed  
by Anchor.

Use of the Anchorplex™ system completely eliminates the  
need for the construction of a mechanically stabilized earth  
zone behind the wall facing and requires substantially less 
excavation than is usually necessary in geosynthetic-reinforced 
wall construction.

Contact Anchor Wall Systems at 1-877-295-5415 for more 
information about designing and building with the  
Anchorplex system.

Segmental Retaining Wall Types 
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OTHER WALL APPLICATIONS 

Independent terraced walls 
For each wall to be independent of others, they must be built 
using a 2:1 ratio: The upper wall must be built a distance away 
from the lower wall of at least twice the height of the lower wall. 
In addition, the upper wall must also be equal to or less than the 
height of the lower wall. Exceptions to this general rule include 
weak soil conditions or where slopes exist above, below or 
between wall locations. For example, if the lower terrace is 4 feet 
tall, the distance between the terraces must be at least 8 feet and 
the upper wall must not be higher than 4 feet. 

Proper drainage is vital to maintaining stable, long-lasting 
terraced walls. A drainpipe must be installed so that the water 
is directed around or under the lower wall. Never place the 
drainpipe outlet for the upper wall above or behind the  
lower wall. 

Dependent terraced walls 
When the distance between the lower and upper walls is less 
than twice the height of the lower wall, the walls become 
structurally dependent on each other. In this situation, it is 
important to take global stability into account, incorporating 
additional reinforcement — and longer layers — into the wall 
plan. In addition, structurally dependent walls require even 
more excavation, backfill and time. So plan ahead and be sure 
to check the wall plan for specific requirements. For structurally 
dependent walls, consult with a qualified engineer.

Drainage aggregate

Geosynthetic 
reinforcementDrainpipe

Leveling pad

Drainage aggregate

H

Drainpipe

Leveling pad

2 X H

H

Segmental Retaining Wall Types 
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Advance planning and careful layout at the job site help ensure a 
successful retaining and freestanding wall project.
•  Review the site plan to confirm lot lines, wall location, length  
 and elevations.
•   Understand on-site soils. Ideal soils are sand and gravel. For 

walls built in clay or poor soils, work with a local engineer to 
confirm the wall design and the required soil reinforcement. 
Black or organic soils should not be used as backfill.

•  Confirm the location of underground utilities.
•  Seek all necessary building permits.
•   Prepare a drawing of the site with the wall location, lengths 

and elevations.
•   Plan drainage to avoid erosion or buildup of water behind 

the wall. Consider where the water will drain through the 
wall, where downspouts will expel and whether there’s an 
underground sprinkler. For walls greater than three feet in 
height, a perforated drainpipe is recommended at the base  
of the aggregate to quickly remove large amounts of water.

•   Check the block delivered to ensure it is the correct  
product and color. Check the geosynthetic reinforcement 
to confirm that it’s the strength and weight specified in the 
engineering plans.

•   Be sure to use the right tools. Hand tools include a shovel, 
4-foot level, dead-blow hammer, 2- or 3-pound hammer,  
chisel, hand tamper, hydraulic splitter and string line. Power 
tools may include a circular saw with a diamond blade and a 
plate compactor.

•  Always wear protective eyewear.

For additional wall installation references go to Belgard.com.

Before Installation Begins
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Installation |  RETAINING WALL CONSTRUCTION GUIDELINES

STAKE OUT THE WALL
•  Have a surveyor stake out the wall’s 

placement. Verify the locations with  
the project supervisor.

EXCAVATION
•  Excavate for the leveling pad according 

to the lines and grades shown on the 
approved plans and excavate enough 
soil behind the wall for the geosynthetic 
reinforcement material, if needed. 

•  The trench for the leveling pad should 
be at least 12 inches wider than the 
block you are installing and 6 inches 
deeper than the height of the block.  
See Diagram 1.

LEVELING PAD
•  An aggregate leveling pad is made of 

compactable base material of 3⁄4-inch 
minus (with fines). 

•  The pad must extend at least 6 inches  
in front of and behind the first course  
of block and be at least 6 inches deep 
after compaction. 

•  If the planned grade along the wall front 
will change elevation, the leveling pad 
may be stepped up in 6-inch increments 
to match the grade change. Start at  
the lowest level and work upward 
whenever possible.

•  Compact the aggregate and make 
sure it's level front to back and side 
to side. Mist lightly with water before 
compaction. See Diagram 2.

BASE COURSE
•  This is the most important step in the 

installation process. Bury the base 
course of block.

•  Begin laying block at the lowest 
elevation of the wall. Remove the rear 
lip (if applicable) of the block by hitting 
from the back so that it will lie flat on 
the leveling pad. See Diagram 3.

•  When using Artisana™, Brisa® or Matiz™ 
retaining wall blocks, pitch the base 
course back 1/16-inch for each foot of 
wall height to keep the wall level on 
higher courses. Example: If wall is 3 
feet high, pitch the back of the base 
blocks into your slope a minimum of 
3/16-inch. 

•  Place first block and level, front to back 
and side to side; lay subsequent blocks 
in the same manner.

•  Place the blocks side by side, flush 
against each other, and make sure they 
are in full contact with the leveling pad.

•  If the wall is on an incline, don’t slope 
the blocks; step them up so they remain  
consistently level. See page 6 for  
more information.

•  Use string line along the back edge of 
block to check for proper alignment.

•  It is recommended to use the longest 
unit in a wall system or Torpedo® base 
blocks for base course. 

•  Fill behind to the top of the block with 
3⁄4-inch minus (with fines) including 
voids between blocks and cores (if 
applicable). The front of block should  
be buried below grade and front of 
trench backfilled with on-site soil  
and compacted.

Diagram 4 – Core fill

Diagram 1 – Excavation

Diagram 2 – Leveling pad

Diagram 3 – Base course
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Installation |  RETAINING WALL CONSTRUCTION GUIDELINES

STEPPING UP THE BASE
AT LOWEST POINT
Walls built on a sloping grade require a stepped base. Begin 
excavation at the lowest point and dig a level trench into the slope 
until it is deep enough to accommodate the base material and  
height of one entire block. 

STEP-UP
At this point, step up the height of one block and begin a new 
section of base trench. Continue to step up as needed to top of 
slope. Always bury at least one full unit at  
each step.

WHEN USING TORPEDO® BASE BLOCK
The Torpedo® base block is an option for use as the base course  
of blocks. 

NOTE: If geosynthetic reinforcement is used, it should not be 
installed on top of the Torpedo® Base Block.

BASE COURSE
•   Install the Torpedo® base block with the hand-holds down.   

 Place blocks end to end so the outside curve of one block   
 fits into the inside curve of the block next to it. The blocks   
 are shaped to fit together to hold their position as they   
 are placed. 

• Unique features of the Torpedo® base block are the locator   
 marks. For a straight line, align the center locators. For   
 an 8-foot radius align the first notch to the right and left   
 of the straight locator. For a 4-foot radius, use the next set of   
 notches in either direction. 
•   Blocks should touch. Level blocks with a dead-blow hammer. 
•   When using Artisana™, Brisa® or Matiz™ retaining wall 

blocks, pitch the base course back 1/16-inch for each foot 
of wall height to keep the wall level on higher courses. 
Example: If wall is 3 feet high, pitch the back of the Torpedo® 
base block into your slope a minimum of 3/16-inch. 

•   Torpedo® base block videos can be found at  
www.youtube.com/user/AnchorBlockMN.

STEPPING UP THE BASE USING  
THE TORPEDO® BASE BLOCK
Walls built on a sloping grade require a stepped base. Begin 
excavation at the lowest point and dig a level trench, 24 inches 
wide, into the slope until it is deep enough to accommodate the 
base material and one entire base block.
 

 

Underside of Torpedo® base block

Locator marks
Straight  
4-foot radius
8-foot radius

Hand-holds

Hollows

Center locator mark

Example of a step-up using Torpedo® base block. 

Top view of Torpedo® base block

Stepped base

Start here

6" Minimum compacted  
granular base leveling pad Native soil Torpedo® Base Block

6"
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Daylight drainpipe at  
least every 50 feet to  
ensure proper drainage

Leveling pad

Drainage
aggregate

Base material

CONSTRUCTION OF  
SUBSEQUENT COURSES
•  Clean any debris off the top of the blocks.
•  Place the second course of blocks on top 

of the base course. Maintain running 
bond. Pull each block forward as far as 
possible to ensure the correct setback. 
See Diagram 5.

•  Fill cores (if applicable) and voids 
between blocks with 1-inch free-
draining aggregate prior to laying the 
next course of block. Clean any debris 
off the top of the blocks. 

•  In some cases, a filter fabric is installed 
between the drainage aggregate 
and the retained soil to protect the 
drainage aggregate from clogging. We 
recommend a non-woven 4-6 oz. fabric.

•  Backfill with 1-inch free-draining 
aggregate to a minimum of 12 inches 
directly behind the wall. Add drainage 
aggregate in 6-inch lifts followed by 
compaction. 

•  Add retained soil behind the aggregate. 
Compact before the next course is laid.

•  Don’t drive heavy equipment near 
the wall. Self-propelled compaction 
equipment should not be used within  
4 feet of the wall.

•  Keep the wall bond by placing units  
in a staggered relationship to the  
course beneath.

•  You may need partial units to stay  
on bond. A circular saw with a  
diamond blade is recommended for 
cutting partial units. Use safety  
glasses and other protective  
equipment when cutting.

CAPPING
See page 16 for more information about  
cap installation.

DRAINAGE DESIGN
•  Each project is unique. The grades on 

your site will determine at what level to 
install the drainpipe.

•  Place the drainpipe as low as possible 
behind the wall so water drains down 
and away from the wall into a storm 
drain or to an area lower than the wall. 
See Diagram 6.

•  Fill in the area behind the blocks with 
1-inch free-draining aggregate, at least 
12 inches from the wall.

•  You may need to place and backfill 
several courses to achieve the proper 
drainage level. See Diagrams 7 and 8.

•  Cover the drainpipe with a geotextile 
sock which acts as a filter. The drainpipe 
outlets should be spaced not more than 
every 50 feet and at low points of the 
wall. In order for the drainage aggregate 
to function properly, it must keep clear 
of regular soil fill. See below diagram of 
daylight drainage system.   

Installation |  RETAINING WALL CONSTRUCTION GUIDELINES

Diagram 6 – Drainage

Diagram 7 – Backfill

Diagram 8 – Compaction

Diagram 5 – Next course construction
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GEOSYNTHETIC REINFORCEMENT (IF REQUIRED)
•   Geosynthetic reinforcement is recommended for walls taller 

than the gravity height of each product, or walls situated in 
poor soils, supporting a driveway, etc. Consult an engineer for 
design assistance.

•  Check the wall construction plan for which courses will  
need geosynthetic reinforcement.

• Clean any debris off the top layer of blocks.
•  Measure and cut the geosynthetic reinforcement to the design 

length in the plans.
•  The geosynthetic reinforcement has a design strength 

direction, which must be laid perpendicular to the wall.
•  Place the front edge of the geosynthetic reinforcement on top of 

the block, making sure it’s within 1 inch of the face of the block. 
Correct placement ensures that you maximize the connection 
strength and keep the batter consistent.

•  Apply the next course of blocks to secure it in place.
•  A minimum of 6 inches of backfill is required prior to operating 

vehicles on the geosynthetic reinforcement. Avoid sudden 
turning or braking. 

COMPACTION
•  Place the backfill soil behind the drainage aggregate and 

compact with a hand-operated compactor.
•  Make sure the aggregate is level with or slightly below the top  

of the course.
•  Place soil in front of the base course and compact. The base 

course should be buried.
•  Continue to fill and compact. See Diagram 8 on previous page.

FINISH GRADE AND SURFACE DRAINAGE
•  Protect the wall with a finished grade at the top and bottom.
•  To ensure proper water drainage away from the wall, use  

6 inches of soil with low permeability. This will minimize water 
seeping into the soil and drainage aggregate behind the wall. 
See Drainage Swales.

SITE CLEANING AND RESTORATION
•  Brush off the wall and pick up any debris left from the 

construction process.
•  Notify the job superintendent in writing of the project’s 

completion and that it is ready for final inspection  
and acceptance.

•  Planting vegetation in front and on top of the wall will  
help reduce the chance of erosion.

•  Following the best practices for construction will ensure the 
successful installation of Anchor™ products.

SAFETY NOTE: Always use appropriate equipment, including safety glasses or goggles 
and respirators, when splitting, cutting or hammering units.

Refer to the NCMA Segmental Retaining Wall Installation Guide at www.ncma.org.

 

DRAINAGE SWALES
Design and performance of most retaining walls are based  
on keeping the reinforced zone relatively dry. Appropriate  
drainage swales to help control water should be designed into  
the wall construction plan

Installation |  RETAINING WALL CONSTRUCTION GUIDELINES

Compacted fill

Topsoil

Leveling pad

Drainage 
aggregate

Daylight drainpipes 
at least every 50 feet to 
ensure proper drainage

Impermeable concrete
or asphalt lining

Compacted fill

Topsoil

Leveling pad

Drainage 
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Daylight drainpipes 
at least every 50 feet to 
ensure proper drainage

Low-permeability  
clay soil
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ABUTTING AN EXISTING STRUCTURE

First course
Begin with the first block next to the wall and place the first 
course. Place filter fabric behind the first two units and extend it 
2 feet along the existing structure.

Second course
Build second course with standard installation techniques. A 
split unit is shown but may not be necessary in every installation. 
Extend filter fabric to the top edge of the final course. A rubber 
membrane may be placed between the units and a non-concrete 
wall to prevent moisture damage to the structure.

Installation |  RETAINING WALL CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
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Installation |  RETAINING WALL CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

OUTSIDE CURVES

Calculate the radius
When building an outside curve, begin by determining  
the desired radius of the top course. This will be the  
smallest radius in the wall and must not be less than the  
minimum radius for the wall system used.

To determine the approximate base course radius: 
1)  Add ¼-inch to the setback of the block used. Multiply that  

by the number of courses in the finished wall. 
2)  Add desired radius length of the top course to the result of  

step 1. This number equals the approximate radius length of 
the base course.

3)  To determine the radius for the front edge of the trench,  
add 6 inches to the approximate radius length of the  
base course.

Example: Setback of the Highland Stone® product is 11⁄8  inch. The 
wall is 8 courses high. The desired radius of the wall measured to 
the front of the block on the top course is 6 feet.

1) Setback multiplied by number of courses  
  11⁄8" + 1⁄4" = 13⁄8" x 8 courses = 11"

2) Desired radius plus setback
  6' + 11" = 6'11" 

3) Front of trench
  6'11" + 6" = 7'5"

Tip: Subtract the depth of the block if you prefer to mark the 
curve from the back of the block.

Lay out the trench
Drive a stake into the ground at the desired radius point of the 
curve. Attach a string and rotate it in an arc at the desired length 
to mark the curve in the soil. Dig the trench.

Base course
Using the existing radius point stake and string, mark  
the base course curve on the leveling pad. Align the  
front of the block with the marked curve and ensure 
level placement from side to side and front to back. 

Additional courses
On each course, some of the rear lip of each block must be in 
contact with the back of the units below to ensure structural 
stability. The setback of the block will cause the radius of each 
course to gradually increase and eventually affect the running 
bond of the wall. To maintain proper running bond, use partial 
units as needed. Once a split* or cut unit is cut to size, glue in 
place with a concrete adhesive.

*  To split a block, use a hydraulic splitter or split manually by  
using a hammer and chisel to score the block on all sides.  
Pound the chisel on the same line until the block splits. If 
partial unit sides are not exposed, use a circular saw with a 
diamond blade to achieve a tighter fit.

String

Stake

Additional 
courses

Mark base  
course curve

Front of trench
6" wider for base
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INSIDE CURVES

Calculate the radius
Check the wall plan to determine the radius of the top course. 
This will be the biggest radius in the wall and you will need 
it to determine the radius at the base course, which will be 
the smallest radius of the wall and must not be less than the 
minimum for the block system used. 

A quick way to determine the base course radius:
1)  Add ¼-inch to the setback of the block used. Multiply that by 

the number of courses in the finished wall. 
2)  Subtract the result of step 1 from the radius of the top course. 

This number equals the approximate radius length of the base 
course.

3)  To determine the radius for the front edge of the trench, 
subtract 6 inches from the approximate radius length of the 
base course.

Example: The setback of the Highland Stone® product is 11⁄8 
inches. The wall is 8 courses high. The desired radius of the wall 
measured to the front of the block on the top course is 10 feet.
  
1) Setback multiplied by number of courses  
  11⁄8" + 1⁄4" = 13⁄8" x 8 courses = 11"

2) Desired radius minus setback
  10' - 11" = 9'1" 

3) Front of trench
  9'1" - 6"  = 8'7"

Tip: Add the depth of the block if you prefer to mark the curve 
from the back of the block.

Lay out the trench
Drive a stake into the ground at the desired radius point of the 
curve. Attach a string and rotate it in an arc at the desired length 
to mark the curve in the soil. Dig the trench.

Base course
Using existing radius point stake and string, mark the base 
course curve on the leveling pad. Align the front of the block with 
the marked curve and ensure level placement from side to side 
and front to back. 

Additional courses
On each course, some of the lips of each block must be in contact 
with the back of the units below to ensure structural stability. 
If not, use construction adhesive to adhere blocks together. To 
maintain proper running bond, use partial units as needed. Once 
a split unit is cut to size, glue in place with a concrete adhesive.

*  To split a block, use a hydraulic splitter or split manually by  
using a hammer and chisel to score the block on all sides.  
Pound the chisel on the same line until the block splits. If 
partial unit sides are not exposed, use a circular saw with a 
diamond blade to achieve a tighter fit.

Mark base course radius

Stake

String

(6 inches for front of trench)

Back of trench

Installation |  RETAINING WALL CONSTRUCTION DETAILS 
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Installation |  RETAINING WALL CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

OUTSIDE 90-DEGREE CORNERS
FOR SYSTEMS WITHOUT A CORNER UNIT

Base course
To build an outside 90-degree corner, begin by splitting* a unit 
in half. Place this unit with both split faces out at the corner. 
Remove the rear lip so that the block lies flat. Then lay the rest of 
the base course working from the corner block out. 

Additional courses
Begin the next course with the other half of the split unit faced in 
the opposite direction at the corner. Place the second and third 
blocks on either side of the corner unit. Once the corner unit is in 
position, glue block in place with a concrete adhesive. Continue 
to alternate the corner unit orientation with each course and 
always use a concrete adhesive on the corner units. Use cut or 
split units* as necessary to maintain running bond.

*  To split a block, use a hydraulic splitter or split manually by  
using a hammer and chisel to score the block on all sides.  
Pound the chisel on the same line until the block splits. If 
partial unit sides are not exposed, use a circular saw with a 
diamond blade to achieve a tighter fit.

OUTSIDE 90-DEGREE CORNERS
FOR SYSTEMS WITH A CORNER UNIT

90-degree corners are built by alternating corner/column units 
so the long side is on different sides of the wall. Build the pattern 
from the corner unit when possible. Install corner units level 
from front to back.

Depending on the wall layout, there may be a need to go off   
the pattern and randomly place wall blocks near the corner.
Set back corner units to reflect the batter of the wall block units 
and glue from bottom to top.

Outside 90-degree corner without corner unit

Additional Courses

Split large unit

Outside 90-degree corner constructed with corner/column blocks.
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Installation |  RETAINING WALL CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

INSIDE 90-DEGREE CORNERS
 
Base course
To create an inside 90-degree corner, begin by placing a  
block at the corner. Then lay a second block perpendicular to  
the first and continue laying out the rest of the base course 
working from the corner out. Make sure to construct the 
base course according to standard site prep and installation 
procedures described on page 3.

Additional courses
On the second course, place all blocks on bond along one side 
of the corner. Once the second course of one wall is established, 
begin the second course of the adjacent wall. Split units* or  
units of varying sizes may be required on this wall to maintain 
running bond. Continue to alternate the corner unit orientation 
with each course and always use a concrete adhesive on the 
corner units. 

*  To split a block, use a hydraulic splitter or split manually by  
using a hammer and chisel to score the block on all sides.  
Pound the chisel on the same line until the block splits. If 
partial unit sides are not exposed, use a circular saw with a 
diamond blade to achieve a tighter fit.

Extend base  
beyond corner 
to prevent  
settling

Extend second 
course beyond 
corner to prevent  
settling (remove 
rear lip as needed 
and glue in place 
with concrete 
adhesive)
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Installation |  RETAINING WALL CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

STEPS IN A CURVED WALL 
These drawings show Highland Stone®, Diamond® and Diamond 
Stone Cut® step units. Caps or pavers can be used for treads. 
Check local building codes for any tread depth standards.

Base course
Thoroughly compact the leveling pad. Lay out the base course 
according to the wall design. Place step units first, working from 
the center to each side. Remember, it is very important to backfill 
and compact behind and along the sides of each course of  
step units.

First step course
Place the first course of step units directly on top of the base 
course so there is no setback. Stagger them from the previous 
course and glue in place.

Second step course
Add the second course of steps, staggering them from the 
previous course to maintain running bond. Overlap the lower 
course by a minimum 2 inches and glue to lower course. Place 
and compact base material prior to installing next course.

Next wall course
Place a block near the second course of steps, maintaining 
running bond with the base course. Measure and cut a block to 
fit the space remaining between the step unit and the next course 
of the wall. Place the unit in the wall, making sure that both 
vertical edges fit tight against both the step and standard unit. 
Remove the rear lip on the blocks when necessary, and angle  
the blocks flush with the face of the previous course. Glue in 
place with a concrete adhesive. Repeat these steps until the  
wall is finished.

Additional courses
Beginning in the center, add the third course of steps, lining up 
the units with the first course. Overlap a minimum 2 inches and 
glue in place. Repeat until the steps are finished.

Drainage Tip: Drainpipe can be placed behind the lowest step 
units at grade or behind each wall adjacent to the steps.

Cut to fit; 
glue in place

Cut to fit; 
glue in place

Cut to fit; 
glue in place

Bench-cut step

Split step unit
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Installation |  RETAINING WALL CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

STEPS IN A 90-DEGREE WALL 
These drawings show Highland Stone®, Diamond® and Diamond 
Stone Cut® step units. Caps or pavers can be used for treads. 
Check local building codes for any tread depth standards.

Base course
Thoroughly compact the leveling pad. Lay out the base course 
according to the wall design. Place step units first, working  
from the center to each side. Remember, it is very important to 
backfill and compact behind and along the sides of each course  
of step units.

First step course
Place the first course of step units directly on top of the base 
course so there is no setback. Stagger them from the previous 
course and glue in place.

Second step course
Add the second course of steps, staggering them from the 
previous course to maintain running bond. Overlap the lower 
course by a minimum 2 inches and glue to lower course. Place 
and compact base material prior to installing next course.

Second wall course
Build the second course of the wall. Corner units are used at the 
end of steps tied into wall and glued in place. Alternate long and 
short direction of corner unit every other row.

Third step course
Beginning in the center, add the third course of steps, lining up 
the units with the first course. Overlap the lower course by 2 
inches and glue to lower course.

Additional courses
Build the third course of the wall. Repeat these steps until the 
wall is finished.

Remove lips so walls stack 
vertically. Glue all units.

Bench-cut step
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Installation |  LANDINGS™ STEP UNIT

Each Landings™ step unit is manufactured with two unique face  
patterns. The step units are palletized and packaged for easy 
skid-steer loader removal. Care needs to be taken in handling 
these units. If a blemish occurs on one side of unit, rotate 180°  
before setting unit into place.

BASE COURSE
Excavate an area 6 inches deep by 1 foot longer by 1 foot wider 
than the installed step(s) size. Add a minimum of 6 inches 
of compactable base material, 3⁄4-inch minus (with fines) 
aggregate. Compact and level. Set unit and, if desired, add a  
slight pitch of no more than 1⁄4 inch toward the front of the  
step to shed moisture. If installing step units next to a retaining 
wall, keep units level from front to back.

SINGLE STEP
Set step unit onto prepared base course. Level.

STAIR TREAD
For each consecutive step, follow base course instructions, 
making sure the top of the base is even with the top of the 
previously installed unit. Recommended tread depth is a 
minimum of 10 inches, but no more than 16 inches. When  
installing steps adjacent to a finished surface such as pavers,  
as illustrated, a 6-inch-tall dummy block needs to be  
installed below the first step.

LANDING
For landing(s) follow base course instructions. Each step unit is 
manufactured with two unique face patterns. The face patterns 
are manufactured to nest together, which will create a narrower 
joint, providing pleasing aesthetics.

STEPS IN A 90-DEGREE WALL
When building into a retaining wall, construct the steps first 
and build the walls adjacent to the steps.  

The textures on sides 1 and 2 are designed to 
nest with minimal gapping between the units.

1 2 1 2

1 2 2 1

Place units so they nest tightly together. 

Landings™ step unit
(typical)

6" tall 
dummy 
block

6" minimum
compacted 
gravel Base

On-site soil

2" (min.)

Pavers

Paver bedding 
sand
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SKID-STEER LOADER
Slide forks underneath the first step unit and lift off pallet. Set 
the step unit onto its desired location, using a spacer to ease in 
fork removal. 

A helpful tip to protect the step unit 
is to wrap the fork of the skid-steer 
with corrugated plastic packaging 
from the pallet or other protective 
materials. Secure to the forks. 

CLAMP
Using a materials clamp, center the clamp on the step unit. 
Attach clamp to skid-steer or mini-excavator and slowly lift 
the step unit off of the pallet and move it into place. Be sure to 
have a second person to help guide the unit into place as the 
machine sets the step unit down.

STRAPS
When using a heavy duty strap(s), start by wrapping the 
strap(s) around the center if using one or close to step unit ends 
if two straps are being used. Cinch the strap(s) tight and attach 
the looped ends of the strap(s) to skid-steer or mini-excavator. 
Slowly lift the step unit from the pallet and move it into place. 
Be sure to have a second person to help guide the unit into 
place as the machine sets the step unit down. Using a spacer 
will help to ease in the strap removal. 

CART
When using a cart, place provided corrugated plastic from 
pallet or other protective material onto the cart to help protect 
the step unit. With help from a second person, slowly slide 
the step unit from the pallet onto the cart. Maneuver the unit 
carefully into place.

Videos can be found on our YouTube channel:  
https://www.youtube.com/user/AnchorBlockMN 

Skid-steer loader

Handling Best Practice Options |  LANDINGS™ STEP UNIT

Clamp

Straps

Cart
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Installation |  STEPS WITH ARTISANA™, BRISA® AND MATIZ™ WALL SYSTEMS

STEP CONSTRUCTION
When constructing steps, you must consider whether it is a fill 
or a cut-grade situation. Construction is similar, but varies in the 
amount of dummy units required.

A fill step will have a base course of dummy units in the entire 
footprint of the steps. For each additional step, add dummy units 
behind the facing units for stability. There are two methods for 
creating the step facing. Use sets of either 6-inch-high or 3-inch-
high units. A cut-grade set of steps will use one layer  of dummy 
blocks under each step, effectively stepping up the grade.

All applications will require some sort of tread to cover the  
facing units.

Steps for retaining wall system

2'0"

Finished grade

Saw-cut unit as needed to 
meet paver or concrete walk

9" top tread

Cap

6"

6"

6"

6"

6"

6"6"

6" base

Cap

Cap

Cap

10" tread
(Typical unless noted otherwise)

2" 
Overhang
(Typical)

2'9"

3'9"

3'3"

Fill with 6" block or  
compacted gravel
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Short edges

Two cuts on every other block  
on curved walls

Installation | CAP INSTALLATION WITH XL™ CAP AND SHORTCUT® CAP

XL™ CAP

Straight wall 
The XL™ cap must be laid alternately, short and long faces, for 
a straight line. Always start capping from the lowest elevation. 
Once caps are aligned, caps should be glued in place using a 
concrete adhesive.

Curves 
Lay out the cap units side by side with same face facing out (long 
faces for outside curves; short faces for inside curves). If there's a 
need to adjust for project’s radius, make cuts at least every other 
cap as needed for the most pleasing aesthetic. 
•  Minimum radius with XL™ cap: 2'2"

90-degree corners 
Saw-cut two caps to achieve a 45-degree mitered corner.  

SHORTCUT® CAP

Straight wall 
The ShortCut® cap must be laid alternately, narrow (N) and  
(W) wide faces, for a straight line. Always start capping from the 
lowest elevation.

Curves   
Lay out the cap units side by side with same face facing out (wide 
faces for outside curves; narrow faces for inside curves).  
Occasional cutting of some pieces may be necessary.  
•  Minimum radius with ShortCut® cap: 7'6"

90-degree corners  
Place two caps together. Measure 1½ inches from corners as 
shown. Use a straightedge to connect measurements and draw a 
line. Carefully cut along the line to preserve both sides of the cut. 
Flip pieces “C” and “D” over to create corner.

STEPPING UP CAPS WITH XL™ CAP OR  
SHORTCUT® CAP 
If the wall elevation changes, caps can be stacked where the wall 
steps up. Begin laying caps at the lowest elevation change and 
work your way toward the next step up. Split* a cap unit to fit. 
Place the split unit directly on top of the capped portion of the 
wall with all three split faces exposed.

FINISHING WITH XL™ CAP OR SHORTCUT® CAP 
After layout is complete and caps are saw-cut or split to size, 
carefully place concrete adhesive on wall top course and then 
place caps.

90-degree corner

A
BC

D

11/2"

A

D C

B

11/2"

W W W
W

WW
W

N N N
N

NN
N

N W N W N W N W

W N W N W N W N

*  To split a block, use a hydraulic splitter or split manually by 
using a hammer and chisel to score the block on all sides. 
Pound the chisel on the same line until the block splits. If 
partial unit sides are not exposed, use a circular saw with a 
diamond blade to achieve a tighter fit.

Split cap
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Installation | CAP INSTALLATION WITH ARTISANA™, BRISA® AND MATIZ™ CAP,

 CAP END AND WALL END

TRAPEZOID DOUBLE-SIDED CAP 
The cap has an arrow on the side. Place caps so that the arrows 
all point in one direction (up or down) for a consistent look. 

Straight wall 
The cap must be laid alternately, narrow (N) and wide (W) faces, 
for a straight line. Always start capping from the lowest elevation.

Curves   
Lay out the cap units side by side with same face facing out 
(wide faces for outside curves; narrow faces for inside curves).
Occasional cutting of some pieces may be necessary.  
•  Minimum radius with trapezoid double-sided cap: 7'6"

90-degree corners with cap end  
Using a cap end unit 

Ending a wall with wall ends 
Start pattern next to a wall end unit if the wall does not end with 
a column. Every other wall end is cut in half. Glue all pieces in 
place using concrete adhesive. 

Finish with a cap end 
Do not cut the cap end, cut an interior cap if needed. 

Stepping up caps with cap ends 
If a wall elevation changes, caps can be stacked where the wall 
steps up. Begin laying caps at the lowest elevation and work your 
way toward the next step-up. Cut a cap unit to fit. Place the cut 
unit directly on top of the capped portion of the wall with the cut 
side hidden from view. If not using a cap end, place the trapezoid 
double-sided cap so that the side with the arrow is hidden. 

Finishing  
After layout is complete and caps are saw-cut or split to size, 
carefully place concrete adhesive on wall top course and then 
place caps.

N W N W N W N W

W N W N W N W N

W W W
W

WW
W

N N N
N

NN
N

 Cap unit

8"
131/2"

7"

Cap end unit 
(textured on  
3 sides)

Wall end units
(textured on  
3 sides)

Torpedo®

base block

*  To split a block, use a hydraulic splitter or split manually by 
using a hammer and chisel to score the block on all sides. 
Pound the chisel on the same line until the block splits. If 
partial unit sides are not exposed, use a circular saw with a 
diamond blade to achieve a tighter fit.

Remove 1/2" of texture 
from back of cap and 
cap end as needed to fit

Cap end unit

Cap course

Cap end units
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Installation | HIGHLAND STONE® FREESTANDING WALL SYSTEM

Diagram 1 – Excavation

21"

12"

Diagram 2 – Base course

Base course

Next course

Split

Wall end

*  To split a block, use a hydraulic splitter or split manually by using a hammer and 
chisel to score the block on all sides. Pound the chisel on the same line until the block 
splits. If partial unit sides are not exposed, use a circular saw with a diamond blade to 
achieve a tighter fit.

PREPARE THE LEVELING PAD
Excavate for the leveling pad. To 
accommodate the Torpedo® base block 
the trench should be 24 inches wide and 
12 inches deep; otherwise, if using the 
Highland Stone® 6" large freestanding wall 
unit, the trench should be 21 inches wide 
and 12 inches deep. See Diagram 1. 

Create a leveling pad of compacted base 
material of 3⁄4-inch minus (with fines) 
aggregate that extends a minimum of 6 
inches in front of and 6 inches behind the 
base units. This pad should be 6 inches 
deep after compaction.

BASE COURSE†

Once the pad is compact and level, begin 
placing the units. Center the units on the 
pad. The ends of the units should be in 
contact. The base course must be buried 
below grade and should be included  
when calculating total wall height.  
See Diagram 2.

Note: Highland Stone freestanding wall 
units are tapered; alternate narrow and 
wide faces for a straight line.

†The Torpedo® base block is an option 
for Highland Stone® freestanding walls 
instead of using the Highland Stone 6" large 
freestanding wall units as the base course.

BUILDING THE WALL
Units can be placed in any order to form 
an aesthetically pleasing layout. The 
simplest is one that incorporates large, 
medium and small units. The units should 
be installed so the ends are in complete 
contact with each other. Remember to 
keep the wall on bond by placing units 
in a staggered relationship to the course 
beneath. Repeat this process to complete 
the wall. Glue the top two courses and 
caps in place with a concrete adhesive.

ENDING A WALL
Split* a large unit into pieces sized as 
needed. Do not use pieces smaller than 
6-inches-wide. If needed, cut the second-
to-last piece and make the last piece the 
appropriate size. Smaller pieces should be 
glued into place with a concrete adhesive. 
After splitting the unit, use a hammer and 
chisel to create a rounded appearance to 
match the manufactured split blocks.

CAPPING A WALL
See page 16 for details about capping  
a wall.
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TRUCTURAL DESIGN ELEMENTS  
Structural design elements must be used if a freestanding wall is 
more than 10 feet long. Structural design elements include:
•  Curved walls
•  Freestanding wall jog
•  90-degree corner
•   Columns

Curved walls
Add stability and a natural flow to walls with curves. While units 
can be oriented to make a curve, it may be necessary to make 
cuts with a circular saw or splitter. As a rule, the smaller the 
units, the tighter the radius. Conversely, the larger the units, the 
larger the radius. Use approximately the same number of units 
for each course. The approximate minimum radius the system 
can turn, using all three pieces without cutting, is 3 feet 9 
inches measured to the outside face of the wall.

Freestanding wall jog
Jogs are used to break up straight lines and add stability to walls. 
Split* units as needed. Use hammer and chisel to round split 
faces. Glue all courses of jog with a concrete adhesive.

Installation | HIGHLAND STONE® FREESTANDING WALL SYSTEM

Course A Split

LG

MD

Course B

Split

MD

LG

MD

MD

For a curved wall, use all  
3 unit sizes.

Minimum radius using all
3 pieces is 3'9".

*  To split a block, use a hydraulic splitter or split manually by 
using a hammer and chisel to score the block on all sides. 
Pound the chisel on the same line until the block splits. If 
partial unit sides are not exposed, use a circular saw with a 
diamond blade to achieve a tighter fit.

Reference
LG=Large unit
MD=Medium unit

A radius of 7 feet or less is considered a design 
element if it creates a 90-degree change in the 
direction of the wall.

11'

7' Radius
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Course A

Split 
large 
units

Course B

Split 
large 
units

Installation | HIGHLAND STONE® FREESTANDING WALL SYSTEM

Course B

Split 
corner/column 

unit Course A

Split 
medium 

unit

*  To split a block, use a hydraulic splitter or split manually by 
using a hammer and chisel to score the block on all sides. 
Pound the chisel on the same line until the block splits. If 
partial unit sides are not exposed, use a circular saw with a 
diamond blade to achieve a tighter fit.

90-degree corner
To create a 90-degree corner in a straight wall, make a third 
side to a Highland Stone® 6" large freestanding unit by splitting* 
it to the appropriate dimension. Use only large units to assure 
connecting units are on bond. Alternate the direction the 
units face with each course. After splitting the unit, use a 
hammer and chisel to create a rounded appearance to match 
the manufactured split blocks. Glue all corner courses with a 
concrete adhesive.

Columns
When used with a freestanding wall, a column increases wall  
stability. Columns can be located in the middle or at the end 
of a wall. The open space in the center of a column permits 
reinforcement or electrical wiring if needed. Placing fixtures on 
columns is also a great way to incorporate lighting. The column 
leveling pad should extend 6 inches beyond each column edge 
and be 6 inches deep after compaction.

Column at end of wall — centered
To build columns at the end of a wall, cut one column unit in half 
for the second, fourth and additional even-numbered courses. 
Stack column units in a rotating pattern for each course so 
that the bond is staggered. One column unit half is used every 
two courses. Glue each course of column units with a concrete 
adhesive. Integrate wall into column as shown to increase 
stability.
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Installation |  ARTISANA™, BRISA® AND MATIZ™ FREESTANDING WALL SYSTEMS

Place dots of glue. Leave approximately 1" space  
between walls.

90-degree corner with 2 inches cut from wall block.

PREPARE LEVELING PAD
Excavate for the leveling pad. The trench should be 24 inches 
wide and 12 inches deep.

Create a leveling pad of compacted base material of 3/4-inch 
minus (with fines) aggregate that extends a minimum of 6 inches 
in front of and 6 inches behind the base units. This leveling pad 
should be 6 inches deep after compaction.

BASE COURSE
See page 6 for details about the base course. 

WALL COURSES
Glue all courses. Use ½-inch-
diameter dots of glue 3 inches 
apart on the front half of the 
block to help keep the wall level 
and prevent oozing through  
the face.

Build one layer of the pattern and 
glue to base units. Work from the 
appropriate side of the pattern. 
(Pattern found on page 27.) 

Build a separate wall on each side of the base unit. Maintain a 
consistent gap of roughly 1 inch between the parallel walls. The 
width of a level can be a guide. 

Continue to build one layer of the pattern on each side of the 
wall, maintaining a uniform distance between the two walls. 
Check horizontal and vertical levels of each wall.

Periodically check the distance between the wall faces 
to ensure consistent spacing. Gaps will vary on curves. To 
avoid cutting blocks, flip blocks over on curves as needed.

NOTE: For ending or capping a freestanding wall see page 17.

FREESTANDING WALL WITH 90-DEGREE CORNERS
A freestanding wall corner could be built by putting a column 
in the corner and building away from it. An alternative is to 
alternate corner/column units and work into the pattern at the 
corner. Cut 2 inches off the wall blocks on the inside side of the 
corner/column units to make them fit. All units should be glued 
bottom to top.

WALL ABUTTING A COLUMN
When abutting the wall in the middle of the column face, some 
sculpting of the blocks will give a clean, finished look to a project. 
Mark or scribe the freestanding wall block to fit the face of the 
column unit into the edge of the wall unit. This is easily achieved 
with a small hand-held grinder with a diamond blade. Start 
second row by placing blocks in a staggered relationship to the 
course beneath.
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Installation | FRESCO™ MULTIPIECE WALL SYSTEM

RETAINING WALL
The Fresco™ multipiece wall system can 
be used to build gravity walls up to 2 
feet high, including buried course. You 
can install these products using any 
combination of blocks.

Before you begin 
Advance planning and careful layout 
at the job site help ensure a successful 
retaining and freestanding wall project.
•  Review the site plan to confirm lot lines, 

wall location, length and elevations.
•  Understand on-site soils. Ideal soils are 

sand and gravel. For walls built in clay or 
poor soils, work with a local engineer to 
confirm the wall design and the required 
soil reinforcement. Black or organic soils 
should not be used as backfill.

•  Confirm the location of underground 
utilities. Call 811 for Common Ground 
Alliance.

•  Seek all necessary building permits.
•  Prepare a drawing of the site with the 

wall location, lengths and elevations.
•  Plan drainage to prevent erosion or 

buildup of water behind the wall. 
Consider where the water will drain 
through the wall, where downspouts 
will expel and whether there’s an 
underground sprinkler.

Stake out the wall
Have a surveyor stake out the wall’s 
placement. Verify the locations with the 
project supervisor.

Excavation
Excavate for the leveling pad to the lines 
and grades shown on the approved plans. 
The trench for the leveling pad should be 
at least 12 inches wider than the block you 
are installing and 6 inches deeper than 
the height of the block. See Diagram 1.

Leveling pad
•  An aggregate leveling pad is made of 

compactable base material of 3⁄4-inch 
minus (with fines).

•  The pad must extend at least 6 inches 
in front of and behind the first course 
of block and be 6 inches deep after 
compaction.

•  If the planned grade along the wall front 
will change elevation, the leveling pad 
may be stepped up in 4-inch increments 
to match the grade change. Start at the 
lowest level and work upward whenever 
possible.

•   Compact the aggregate and make 
sure it’s level front to back and side 
to side. Mist lightly with water before 
compaction. See Diagram 2.

Base course
•  This is the most important step in the 

installation process. Bury the base 
course of block.

•  Use the largest unit, 12 inches long, for 
the base course.

•  Begin laying block at the lowest elevation 
of the wall.

•  Place the first block level, front to back 
and side to side; lay subsequent blocks in 
the same manner.

•  Place the blocks side by side, flush 
against each other, and make sure they 
are in full contact with the leveling pad.

•  If the wall is on an incline, don’t slope 
the blocks; step them up so they remain 
consistently level.

•  Use string line along the back edge of 
block to check for proper alignment.

Construction of subsequent courses
• Clean any debris off the top of the blocks.
•  Place the second course of blocks on top 

of the base course. Maintain running 
bond. Remember to glue all courses with 
a concrete adhesive.

•  Backfill with drainage aggregate directly 
behind the block, adding 6 inches at a 
time followed by proper compaction.

•  Add soil fill behind the aggregate. 
Compact before the next course is laid.

•  Don’t drive heavy equipment near 
the wall. Self-propelled compaction 
equipment should not be used within 4 
feet of the wall.

•  You may need partial units to stay on 
bond. A circular saw with a masonry 
blade is recommended for cutting partial 
units. Use safety glasses and other 
protective equipment when cutting.

•  Keep the wall bond by placing units in 
a staggered relationship to the course 
beneath.

Diagram 1 – Excavation

Diagram 2 – Leveling pad
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Installation |  FRESCO™ WALL SYSTEM

FREESTANDING WALL  
AND COLUMNS
The Fresco™ multipiece wall system can 
be used to build gravity walls up to 2 feet 
high, including buried course. Read Before 
You Begin on previous page.

Prepare leveling pad*
Excavate for the leveling pad. The  
trench should be a minimum of 12 inches 
wider than your structure and should be  
6 inches deeper than the block.  
See Diagram 1.

Create a leveling pad of compacted  
base material that extends a minimum of 
6 inches in front of and 6 inches behind 
the wall units. This pad should also be at 
least 6 inches deep after compaction.

* If building on top of existing paver or 
concrete base, consider load bearing 
weight that is being added and adequacy 
of existing base. Frost footings may be 
needed if elements are mortared or 
attached to a structure.

Base course
Once the pad is compact and level, begin 
placing the units. Center the units on the 
pad. The ends of the units should be in 
contact. The base course must be buried 
below grade and should be included when 
calculating total wall height.  
See Diagram 2.

Building the wall
Straight wall – The large, medium and 
small units can be placed in any order to 
form an aesthetically pleasing layout. The 
simplest is one that incorporates large, 
medium and small units. The units should 
be installed so the ends are in complete 
contact with each other. Remember to 
keep the wall on bond by placing units 
in a staggered relationship to the course 
beneath. Repeat this process to complete 
the wall. All visible faces of each unit 
feature the same finish.

This makes the Fresco wall system easy 
to use. If you need to cut a unit, keep the 
cut side hidden for a consistent finish. 
Remember to glue top two courses on 
free-standing walls and caps in place with 
a concrete adhesive. See Diagram 3.

Curved wall – Tapered units used in 
combination with the large, medium and 
small units will enable you to construct a 
curved wall. You may also cut the straight 
units in a curved wall. Remember to glue 
top two courses and caps in place with a 
concrete adhesive.

Ending a wall
Split a large unit into pieces sized as 
needed. Do not use pieces smaller than 
6 inches wide. If needed, cut the second- 
to-last piece and make the last piece the 
appropriate size. Smaller pieces should be 
glued into place with a concrete adhesive.

Building Columns
The system can also be used to build 
columns up to 4 feet high, including 
buried course. Structural design 
elements must be used if a freestanding 
wall is more than 8 feet long. Structural 
design elements include curved walls, 
freestanding wall jog, 90° corner and 
columns.

Columns can be located in the middle of 
a wall, at the end of a wall or as a stand-
alone element.

The open space in the center of a column 
permits reinforcement or electrical wiring 
if needed. The column leveling pad should 
extend 6 inches beyond each column 
edge and be at least 6 inches deep after 
compaction.

Remember to glue all courses of column 
with a concrete adhesive. 

Diagram 2 – Compaction

Diagram 3 – Running bond

Diagram 1 – Excavation
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CURVED WALL DETAIL  
4-PIECE SYSTEM

6'2" Radius:

 

3'7" Radius:

 

90-DEGREE CORNER DETAIL
 
Course A:

CURVED WALL DETAIL  
3-PIECE SYSTEM  

4'7" Radius:

 

3'1" Radius:

CURVED WALL DETAIL  
2-PIECE SYSTEM  

4'8" Radius, course A:

 

4'8" Radius, Course B:

Repeating pattern 

 Large unit
Tapered unit 
Medium unit
Large unit

Tapered unit
Small unit

Repeating pattern 

 Large unit
Tapered unit 
Medium unit
Tapered unit

Small unit
Tapered unit

Repeating pattern 

 Medium Unit
Small Unit

Tapered Unit

Repeating pattern 

 Large unit
Tapered unit

Repeating pattern 

 Tapered unit 
Large unit

Repeating pattern 

 Medium unit
Tapered unit

Small unit
Tapered unit

Wall continues Wall continues

Installation | FRESCO™ WALL SYSTEM

Course B:
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Installation Patterns |  HIGHLAND STONE® WALL SYSTEM

3'0"

Blocks required 

 3 6" x 18"
 3 6" x 12"
 3 6" x 6"

18"

3'0"

Base

1

2

3

WHEN TO USE A PATTERN
You can install the Highland Stone® wall system in a random 
pattern using any combination of units. Just avoid vertical lines 
that span more than 1 foot in height.

If you are building a wall without geosynthetic reinforcement, 
use a pattern for inspiration or follow a pattern exactly. Pleasing 
random patterns can be built using an equal number of 6- and 
3-inch-high blocks or using an equal square footage of blocks in 
each size.

When building a wall that includes geosynthetic reinforcement, 
using a pattern at the appropriate spacing eliminates the need to 
cut the grid. When using a pattern, begin at one edge laying the 
blocks as indicated. Install at least one repeat of the pattern to 
establish the pattern before proceeding to the next course.

6" MULTIPIECE RETAINING WALL SYSTEM
This pattern consists of an equal number of blocks of each size. 

18-inch by 3-foot pattern = 4.5 sq. ft.

Repeat pattern

RADIUS PATTERNS

Pattern 3

49"
Diameter

Cut large unit to 
fit as needed

Pattern 2

59"
Diameter

Cut medium unit 
to fit as needed

54"
Diameter

Pattern 1

Cut medium unit 
to fit as needed

Key 

SM = Small MD = Medium LG = Large

SM

MD

LG

LG

MD LG
MD

SM

SM

MD

LG

MD
SM

MD

SM

MD

MD MD SM
MD

SM

MD

SM

MD LG

LG

LG
LG

LG

LG

LG

Pattern Number of units and repeat Inside 
diameter

Outside 
radius

1 8 Small / 8 Medium / 7 Large 54" 39"
2 13 Small / 15 Medium 59" 41.5"
3 13 Large 49" 36.5"

Not shown 1 Medium / 22 Large 114" 69"
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USING A PATTERN FOR SINGLE-HEIGHT  
RETAINING WALLS
When using a pattern, begin at one edge, laying the units as 
indicated. Install at least one repeat of the pattern to establish 
the pattern before proceeding to the next course. Stagger the 
patterns as shown to avoid vertical bonds.

One set of 6-inch-high retaining wall blocks consists of 2 large 
units, 1 medium unit and 1 small unit set, and is 2 square feet.

6" Multipiece wall system,  
18-inch by 4-foot pattern = 6 sq. ft.

WHEN TO USE A PATTERN FOR  
FREESTANDING WALLS
One set of 6-inch-high blocks consists of 2 large units, 1 medium 
unit and 1 small unit, and is 1 square foot of two side wall. 

Note: These freestanding wall installation patterns show only 
one side of the freestanding wall. The same number of blocks 
are needed to build the other side of a freestanding wall when 
using Artisana™, Brisa® and Matiz™ freestanding wall systems. 
Freestanding wall installation patterns are measured in length 
by height of one side of the wall, and are expressed in square feet. 
Sets of blocks required include the number of blocks needed to 
build both sides of the wall.

SINGLE-HEIGHT INSTALLATION PATTERNS

6" Multipiece wall system,  
18-inch by 4-foot pattern = 6 sq. ft.

Typical cross section

Installation Patterns | ARTISANA™, BRISA® AND MATIZ™ 

 RETAINING AND FREESTANDING WALL SYSTEMS

Blocks required

 3 Sets
 6 6" x 16"
 3 6" x 10"
 3 6" x 6"

4'0"

Base

1

2

3

Blocks required 
 6 Sets
 12 6" x 16"
 6 6" x 10"
 6 6" x 6"

4'0"
Base

1
2
3

Cap unit

Brisa® 6" or  
Brisa® Random 
freestanding wall unit

Torpedo® 
base block

1'6"

6"

6" Min. compacted  
granular-base  
leveling pad

2'0"
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HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE
Use this information to gain a general understanding of the 
basics of building retaining walls with the Anchorplex™ system.

Do not use this in lieu of construction drawings provided by a 
qualified engineer.

Contact Anchor Wall Systems at 1-877-295-5415 for more 
information about designing and building with the  
Anchorplex system.

ABOUT THE ANCHORPLEX™ SYSTEM
The Anchorplex™ system is a retaining wall built with Anchor 
products and self-compapcting structural backfill, also known 
as “no-fines” concrete, which is a highly-porous mixture of 
clean stone, cement and water. The mixing ratios (by weight) of 
aggregate to cementitious material should be between 6:1 and 
7:1. The mixing rate (by weight) of water to cementitious material 
should be no more than 1:2. The resulting material, upon curing, 
should have at least 25 percent voids and should exhibit a 
minimum compressive strength (f1c) of 1,500 psi.

RETAINING WALL CONSTRUCTION
Setting out the wall and excavation is no different for an 
Anchorplex™ system construction than for conventional 
construction, except that the amount of excavation will probably 
differ. Construction of the leveling pad, base course, subsequent 
courses and drainage is no different for an Anchorplex™ system 
construction than for conventional construction. Refer to pages 
2-8 for retaining wall construction guidelines.

INSTALLATION OF STRUCTURAL BACKFILL
After completion of the leveling pad, base course, drainpipe 
installation and stacking block 2 feet above grade, the first 
lift of structural backfill that meets Anchor Wall Systems’ 
specifications can be installed. Do not exceed 2 feet vertical 
stacking of block before placing a lift of structural backfill

The structural backfill can be placed directly from delivery  
vehicle or with skid-type loader or other equipment. It should 
be placed behind the blocks and worked into all voids and cores 
of the blocks (if applicable). When properly formulated, the 
structural backfill will not leak through the face of the wall.

After installation of the first lift of structural backfill, install 
additional courses and repeat the process. Place additional lifts 
every 8 to 24 inches depending on site conditions and project 
scale. Subsequent pours can be made as soon as the structural 
backfill in the previous lift has set — usually within 2 to 3 hours.

INSTALLATION OF FILTER FABRIC
Place a layer of filter fabric over the structural backfill and up 
the back of the top course and the cap. Then fill behind the top 
course and cap with low-permeability soil.

CAPPING
Follow standard practice when capping the wall.

FINISHING
Protect the wall with a finish grade at the top and bottom.

Example: Brisa® multiheight retaining wall system  
using the Anchorplex™ system

Anchorplex™ System |  CONSTRUCTION GUIDE

Filter fabric

1'8"

  

Low-permeability soil

Structural backfill

2'0"
(Typical)

4" Diameter drainpipe

.3 to .4 of H
(Typical)

Finished 
grade

6" 6"

Brisa® 6" or  
Brisa® Random

block

H

Leveling 
pad

Torpedo® 
base block

Base  
material

Ensure void areas between 
units are filled completely

Structural backfill  
depth per design
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Structural Backfill Estimating Chart |  ANCHORPLEX™ CONSTRUCTION

 WITH ARTISANA™, BRISA® AND MATIZ™ RETAINING WALL SYSTEMS

IMPORTANT: Detail shown in each chart is conceptual only and should not be used for construction without the seal of a local qualified engineer.

NO SLOPE/NO SURCHARGE 
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Structural Backfill Estimating Chart |  ANCHORPLEX™ CONSTRUCTION

 WITH ARTISANA™, BRISA® AND MATIZ™ RETAINING WALL SYSTEMS

IMPORTANT: Detail shown in each chart is conceptual only and should not be used for construction without the seal of a local qualified engineer.

100 PSF SURCHARGE
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Structural Backfill Estimating Chart |  ANCHORPLEX™ CONSTRUCTION

 WITH ARTISANA™, BRISA® AND MATIZ™ RETAINING WALL SYSTEMS

IMPORTANT: Detail shown in each chart is conceptual only and should not be used for construction without the seal of a local qualified engineer.

3:1 CREST SLOPE
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Structural Backfill Estimating Chart | ANCHORPLEX™ CONSTRUCTION WITH 

DIAMOND®, DIAMOND STONE CUT® AND HIGHLAND STONE® RETAINING WALL SYSTEMS

IMPORTANT: Detail shown in each chart is conceptual only and should not be used for construction without the seal of a local qualified engineer.

NO SLOPE/NO SURCHARGE 
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Structural Backfill Estimating Chart | ANCHORPLEX™ CONSTRUCTION WITH 

DIAMOND®, DIAMOND STONE CUT® AND HIGHLAND STONE® RETAINING WALL SYSTEMS

Structural Backfill Estimating Chart | ANCHORPLEX™ CONSTRUCTION WITH 

DIAMOND®, DIAMOND STONE CUT® AND HIGHLAND STONE® RETAINING WALL SYSTEMS

IMPORTANT: Detail shown in each chart is conceptual only and should not be used for construction without the seal of a local qualified engineer.

100 100 100

100 PSF SURCHARGE
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Structural Backfill Estimating Chart | ANCHORPLEX™ CONSTRUCTION WITH 

DIAMOND®, DIAMOND STONE CUT® AND HIGHLAND STONE® RETAINING WALL SYSTEMS

IMPORTANT: Detail shown in each chart is conceptual only and should not be used for construction without the seal of a local qualified engineer.

3:1 CREST SLOPE
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Geosynthetic Reinforcement Estimating Chart |  
FOR ARTISANA™, BRISA® AND MATIZ™ RETAINING WALL SYSTEMS

IMPORTANT: Detail shown in each chart is conceptual only and should not be used for construction without the seal of a local qualified engineer.

NO SLOPE OR SURCHARGE
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Geosynthetic Reinforcement Estimating Chart |  
FOR ARTISANA™, BRISA® AND MATIZ™ RETAINING WALL SYSTEMS

IMPORTANT: Detail shown in each chart is conceptual only and should not be used for construction without the seal of a local qualified engineer.

100 PSF SURCHARGE
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Geosynthetic Reinforcement Estimating Chart |  
FOR ARTISANA™, BRISA® AND MATIZ™ RETAINING WALL SYSTEMS

Geosynthetic Reinforcement Estimating Chart |  
FOR ARTISANA™, BRISA® AND MATIZ™ RETAINING WALL SYSTEMS

IMPORTANT: Detail shown in each chart is conceptual only and should not be used for construction without the seal of a local qualified engineer.

3:1 CREST SLOPE
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Geosynthetic Reinforcement Estimating Chart |  FOR DIAMOND®, 

DIAMOND STONE CUT® AND HIGHLAND STONE® RETAINING WALL SYSTEMS

IMPORTANT: Detail shown in each chart is conceptual only and should not be used for construction without the seal of a local qualified engineer.

NO SLOPE OR SURCHARGE
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Geosynthetic Reinforcement Estimating Chart |  FOR DIAMOND®, 

DIAMOND STONE CUT® AND HIGHLAND STONE® RETAINING WALL SYSTEMS

IMPORTANT: Detail shown in each chart is conceptual only and should not be used for construction without the seal of a local qualified engineer.

250 PSF SURCHARGE
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Geosynthetic Reinforcement Estimating Chart |  FOR DIAMOND®, 

DIAMOND STONE CUT® AND HIGHLAND STONE® RETAINING WALL SYSTEMS

IMPORTANT: Detail shown in each chart is conceptual only and should not be used for construction without the seal of a local qualified engineer.

3:1 CREST SLOPE
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DETERMINE THE AMOUNT OF MATERIALS NEEDED, 
(LENGTH X WIDTH) FOR PAVING AREA
 Mark the area on the ground using spray paint or a garden hose 
to mark the edge of the pavers. If the area is curved or an odd 
geometric shape, break it down to smaller areas. Measure each 
area and add them together for the total area. Add an extra  
6 inches (15 cm) to the outside and calculate a second area for the 
base. This will be the area to excavate for the base since it  
will extend past the edge of the pavers.

 CHOOSE THE PAVER SHAPE AND DETERMINE TOTAL 
NUMBER OF PAVERS NEEDED
 Refer to specific paver dimensions or use the paver calculator  
at www.anchorblock.com/for-professionals/default.aspx 

Example: For a 10- x 20-foot patio of 4- x 8-inch pavers = 200 
square feet x 4.6 pavers per square foot = 920 pavers.  
Add 5 percent for cutting and spares, amounting to 
approximately 970 pavers.

MEASURE THE TOTAL LENGTH OF OPEN EDGES, 
PLACES NOT BORDERING A HOUSE, CURB OR  
OTHER PAVING
 This will be the total edging required. Most plastic and metal 
edging comes in specific lengths, so you will have some extra 
length of edging for making minor adjustments to the paved 
area. Most edging requires steel 10" L x 3⁄8" D spikes. See 
manufacturer of edge restraint selected for appropriate number 
of fasteners needed per foot of edging installed.

ESTIMATE THE AMOUNT OF BEDDING  
SAND REQUIRED
 Take the area being covered under the pavers and divide this  
by 200. (One ton of loosely graded aggregate covers 200 square 
feet at 1 inch thick and will compact approximately 25 percent). 
Example: 10 x 20 = 200 square feet ÷ 200 = 1. Then multiply by 
1.25 to account for the 25 percent compaction. 1 x 1.25 = 1.25 tons 
of concrete sand.

CALCULATE THE BASE MATERIAL REQUIRED
 Patios and walkways require a 4- to 6-inch-thick base. Driveways 
should have an 8- to 12-inch base. In calculating the area to 
be covered, add 6 to 8 inches to the edges that are not abutting 
a structure to allow for the edge restraint to be fastened to. 
Example: 10- x 20-foot paved area without any side abutting the 
house or other structure would be 11 x 21 feet based on a 6 inch 
extension around all four sides. Therefore, the total area would 
be 231 square feet. Add the depth in inches of the base, 6 inches 
thick in this example.

231 x 6 = 1,386 square feet ÷ 200 = 6.93. Then multiply by 1.25 to 
account for the 25 percent compaction. 6.93 x 1.25 = 8.66 tons  
(9 tons, rounded up)

CALCULATE THE REQUIRED WOVEN  
GEOTEXTILE FABRIC  
 The geotextile is laid before the base on top of the compacted 
subsoil and extends up the sides of the excavated area. If we have 
231 square feet of area to cover and the fabric needs to extend up 
on all four sides a total of 9 inches (based on 6 inches of base,  
1 inch of sand and 23⁄8-inch-thick paver) we would need 279 
square feet of fabric. The fabric is sold by the square yard, so 
divided by 9 results in 31 square yards of woven geotextile needed.

BEFORE INSTALLATION BEGINS
 Before you do any digging "Know What's Below." Call the 
Common Ground Alliance in advance at 811 to have the utilities 
marked on the project property.

Materials Estimating |  PAVING SYSTEMS

Pavers

1-inch sand bed

Edge restraint

Minimum of 6"
Base

Spike
Fabric

Subgrade

Typical cross section
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EXCAVATE THE AREA
Remove existing sod and soil using flat shovels or sod cutter.  
See excavation chart below.

CHECK THE SLOPE
 The ground should drain away from the structure. There should be 
at least a ⅛- to ¼-inch drop for every foot away from the structure.

INSTALL THE GEOTEXTILE AND BASE
 Place the geotextile on the compacted soil. Cover the compacted 
soil with the geotextile and turn it up along the sides of the 
excavation. It may extend beyond the top. Fold it back and trim  
it off after the base is installed. 

EXCAVATION CHART
Remove existing sod and soil

PLACE AND RAKE THE BASE SMOOTH OVER  
THE GEOTEXTILE  
Make sure the base material is moist, but not soaked with water. 
Place about 3 inches of it, rake it smooth and compact it with a 
plate compactor. Place another layer and rake it smooth. Pull 
string lines over the base set at the final surface elevation and 
slope of the surface.

 Compact the loose base layer so there is about a 3-inch space 
between the string line and the top of the compacted base.  
Check the space with a measuring tape. This will leave enough 
space for the bedding sand and pavers based on a 1-inch sand 
bed and 2⅜-inch-thick paver. If using a 2¾-inch-thick paver, 
measure down 3½ inches from finished elevation. One inch of 
sand will compact to about ¾-inch.

 

Installation |  PAVING SYSTEMS

Excavate the area.

Place and rake base.

Pavers

Well drained area/ 
undisturbed soil

Poorly drained area/ 
disturbed soil

Paver  
thickness

Granular base Bedding 
course Granular base Bedding 

course

Pedestrian traffic, patios, 
walkways, pool decks

4"  
(100 mm)

1"  
(25 mm)

6"  
(150 mm)

1"  
(25 mm)

2⅜" (60 mm)
2¾" (70 mm)

Vehicular traffic
residential driveways

8"  
(200 mm)

1"  
(25 mm)

12"  
(300 mm)

1" 
(25 mm)

2⅜" (60 mm)
2¾" (70 mm)
3⅛" (80 mm)

Total excavation = Granular base + bedding course + paver thickness - ½" (13 mm) for an 
uncompacted bedding thickness
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INSTALL THE EDGE RESTRAINTS
Place edge restraint on one or two sides of the area to be paved 
to create a square area. If installing a circle or curve, edging 
can be installed after pavers are placed. Anchor the edging 
with fasteners, approximately one fastener every 12 inches 
(follow instructions per edge restraint manufacturers). Before 
compacting pavers into the sand bed, all edging should be 
installed. The edging goes on the base, not on top of the sand. 
Remove excess sand from the edge of the paved area before 
installing the edging.

 

INSTALL THE BEDDING SAND
 Place at least two pipes of 1-inch outside diameter directly on 
the base. Place them 6 to 8 feet apart and parallel to each other. 
Spread the sand between the pipes. Use a shovel and rake to 
smooth it out. The sand should be moist but not wet or saturated.

  

USE A STRAIGHT PIECE OF WOOD (AN 8-FOOT 2 X 4) 
TO SCREED THE SAND SMOOTH
Pull the wood across the pipes several times until the area of 
sand is perfectly smooth. Remove the pipes and fill the voids with 
sand. Level these areas with a trowel. Don’t walk on or disturb 
the screeded and leveled sand.

PLACE THE CONCRETE PAVERS
Start in the corner, if you have one in your design, and check to 
see that it is a 90-degree corner. Place a border course around 
the entire edge, then place the pavers in the desired pattern. See 
pattern and border on pages 61-70 for reference.

Continue to screed bedding sand and place pavers on the sand 
while maintaining consistent joint widths. String lines will help 
keep pavers straight.

Cut pavers as needed to fill in at the edges next to the border 
course. Use a diamond blade to cut the pavers.

Helpful hint for Signature Series™, Rinn™ and Plus™ pavers for 
optimal aesthetics leave joint space between cut pavers. 

INSTALL REMAINING EDGE RESTRAINTS
Installing edge restraints after pavers have been installed allows 
for adjustments in size of paved area to help reduce pavers 
needing to be cut. Based on the shape and pattern we are using 
our 10- x 20-foot area may come to just under or over without 
having to cut pavers. When installing remainder of edging 
remember to remove sand from edge of pavers so edging sits  
on the base. 

Installation |  PAVING SYSTEMS

Install edge restraints.

Install bedding sand.

Place pavers.
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COMPACT THE PAVERS USING A PLATE COMPACTOR
Make at least two passes over all pavers, starting at the outside of 
the pavement, working around the edges toward the inside. Then 
compact back and forth like mowing grass. Remove and replace 
any pavers that crack from the compaction equipment. Adjust 
joints so they are consistent. A large screwdriver is effective for 
aligning paver joints.

SPREAD DRY JOINT SAND OVER THE SURFACE 
Sweep some sand into the joints, then vibrate and compact it into 
the joints, sweeping and compacting as you go. Filling the joints 
with sand will take several passes with the plate compactor. After 
compaction, the sand in the joints might settle, especially after 
rainstorms. Apply extra sand to fill these joints as needed.

NOTE: Many recommend using polymeric jointing sand to fill 
the joints between pavers, which helps to stabilize the sand in  
the joints and control ants and weeds. Anchor Block carries  
SEK-Surebond products such as PolySweep and Surebond  
joint stabilizing sealers (see page 87). Make sure to follow  
all manufacturer recommendations in using and applying  
these products.

 
 
 

 
HELPFUL HINT FOR PAVER PROTECTION

Manufacturers of plate compactors recommend the use   
of mats or membranes between the compactor and pavers  
to protect the pavers from surface damage. Most plate   
compactor manufacturers sell accessories for this purpose.

Pavers with profiled tops, non-tumbled pavers and  
Signature Series™, Rinn™ and Plus™ paver surfaces are  
more susceptible to damage from plate compactors.  
We recommend that you always protect the pavers with  
any of the following materials between the paver and  
the plate compactor.

• Cardboard
• Thin carpeting
• Luan plywood
• Urethane rubber mat

 

 

 

Installation |  PAVING SYSTEMS

Find additional resources and technical specifications available online at www.icpi.org

Compact pavers.
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Installation | PERMEABLE INTERLOCKING CONCRETE PAVEMENT (PICP)

PICP typical cross section

Curb/edge restraint

Subgrade soil

Anchor™ or RINN™ permeable pavers

Perforated pipes 
spaced and sloped to 
drain all stored water

Outfall pipe(s) sloped to 
storm sewer or stream

Optional geotextile on 
bottom and sides of 
open-graded base

Subbase reservoir 
6" minimum  
(No. 2, 3 or 4)

Base reservoir 
4" (No. 57)

For pedestrian applications the 
base resevoir is a minimum of 6" 
and the subbase can be omitted

Bedding course 
1.5" to 2" (No. 8)

Joint fill aggregate  
(No. 8, 9 or 89)

Additional resources and technical specifications online at www.icpi.org
Source: ICPI Tech Spec, issue number 18

SITE EVALUATION 
When evaluating a site, the following characteristics should  
be considered:
•  Runoff from contributing at-grade impervious areas does not 

exceed five times the area of the PICP receiving the runoff.
•   The estimated depth from the bottom of the pavement base, 

for full or partial exfiltrations systems, to the seasonal high 
level of the water table is greater than 2 feet (0.6 m). Greater 
depths may be required to obtain additional filtering of 
pollutants through the soil.

•   PICP is down slope from building foundations and the 
foundations have piped drainage at the footers. Waterproofing 
such as an impermeable liner is recommended on basement 
walls against PICP.

•   The slope of the permeable pavement surface is at least  
1 percent and no greater than 12 percent.

•   At least 100 feet (30 m) should be maintained between PICP 
and water supply wells. (Local jurisdictions may provide 
additional guidance or regulations.)

BASIC PICP SYSTEMS
PICP can be built with full, partial or no exfiltration of the  
open-graded stone base into the soil subgrade.

Full exfiltration
Full exfiltration directs water through the base/subbase and 
exfiltrates it to the soil subgrade. This is the most common 
application over high infiltration soils such as gravels and 
sands. Overflows are managed via perimeter drains to swales, 
bioretention areas, or storm sewer inlets.

Partial exfiltration
Partial exfiltration relies on drainage of the base/subbase into 
the subgrade soil and drainage pipes to direct excess water to 

a rain garden or storm sewer. This controls the amount of time 
the subgrade is saturated. This design is common to lower 
infiltration rate soils such as silts and clays.

Perforated drain pipes are typically raised some inches (cm) 
above the soil subgrade to allow some water capture and 
infiltration into the soil subgrade below them. When the water 
level rises to the pipes it drains away through them.

No exfiltration
This is required when the soil has very low permeability or 
low strength, or there are other site limitations. The assembly 
performs like a detention pond with an outlet.

CONSTRUCTION OVERVIEW
Excavate to the proper depth as required based on engineered 
design. ICPI minimum would be 2 inches No. 8 bedding courses, 
4 inches No. 57 base and a minimum of 6 inches No. 2 subbase. 
If equipment needs to traverse the bottom of the excavation, 
tracked vehicles can reduce the risk of soil compaction.

Compacted soil can be remedied by scarifying to increase its 
infiltration. This is done by back-dragging loader bucket teeth 
across the soil prior to placing the aggregate subbase. This loose 
layer will receive subbase or base aggregate compacted into it to 
reduce the risk of surface settlement. 

INSTALL GEOTEXTILES, IMPERMEABLE LINERS  
AND DRAIN PIPES IF REQUIRED IN THE PLANS  
AND SPECIFICATIONS
Geotextiles are used in some permeable pavement applications 
per the design engineer. If there are no concrete curbs and soil 
is restraining the sides of the base/subbase at its perimeter, then 
geotextile should be applied to prevent lateral migration of soil 
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Installation | PERMEABLE INTERLOCKING CONCRETE PAVEMENT (PICP) 

into the base/subbase aggregates. Geotextile is applied vertically 
against the soil with at least 1 foot (0.3 m) extending horizontally 
under the subbase and resting on the soil subgrade. A minimum 
1-foot (0.3 m) overlap is recommended in stronger subgrade  
soils and 2-feet (0.6 m) overlap on poor-draining weaker  
soils (CBR<5%). 

Drain pipes are installed according to plans and specifications 
and should be rigid PVC. Designs should have curb cut-outs or 
drain pipes from the PICP entering swales or storm sewer catch 
basins to handle overflow conditions.

PLACE AND COMPACT THE AGGREGATE SUBBASE
Subbase material should be spread in minimum 6-inch  
(150 mm) lifts. Compaction is typically done with a 10 ton  
(9 T) steel vibratory roller or a 13,500 lbf (60 kN) plate compactor. 
Greater lift thicknesses are normal (e.g., 12 inch or 0.3 m) when 
using either of these compactors. When using a roller, the first 

two passes are in vibratory mode and the last two are in static 
mode. Compaction is completed when no visible movement can 
be seen in the base when rolled by the compactor.

INSTALL CURBS OR OTHER EDGE RESTRAINTS
For pedestrian areas and residential driveways, an edge restraint 
option is using compacted, dense-graded berms around PICP 
base perimeter with plastic or metal edging fastened to their 
surface. The dense-graded base is a foundation for metal or 
plastic edging secured with steel spikes. These edge restraints 
are installed on the dense-graded berms in a manner identical 
to those on interlocking concrete pavement driveways. The edge 
restraint contains some of the bedding layer such that at least the 
bottom half of the pavers is also contained by the edging.

PLACE AND COMPACT THE AGGREGATE BASE
The ASTM No. 57 base layer is spread and compacted as one 
4-inch (100 mm) lift. Like the subbase aggregate, the initial 
passes with the roller can be with vibration to consolidate the 
base material or a plate compactor also can be used to compact 
the No. 57 base layer. Surface tolerance of the compacted No. 57 
stone shall be ± 3⁄4-inch (19 mm) over a 10 feet (3 m) straightedge.

PLACE AND SCREED THE BEDDING LAYER
When subbase and base lifts are compacted the surface should 
then be topped with a 11⁄2- to 2-inch (50 mm) thick layer of No. 8 
crushed stone bedding. This layer is screeded and leveled over 
the No. 57 base. Metal rails are placed on the compacted No. 57 
layer and are used to guide screeding elevations. The surface 
tolerance of the screeded No. 8 bedding material should be ±3⁄8-
inch over 10 feet (±10 mm over 3 m). Install the pavers manually or 
with mechanical installation equipment.
After screeding the bedding material, the pavers are placed on 

Use 13,500 lbf (60 kN) plate compactor minimum two passes.

Typical cross-section detail no exfiltration  
using dense-grade base berm as foundation 

for anchoring metal or plastic edge restraints.

Top of PVC level 
with top of ASTM 
No. 57 stone 

4" PVC pipe 
min. 2% slope

Pop-up drain recess top 
.25" into grade place elbow 
on min. 3" thick compacted 
ASTM No. 8 stone

Joint fill aggregate  
(No. 8, 9 or 89)

No. 8 bedding  
1.5"-2" thick

Anchor™ concrete  
pavers 3.125" thick

No. 57 reservoir  
4" thick

No. 4 subbase  
6" plus thick

18" min. Edge restraint with 
spikes min. 1' 

Soil with  
vegetative cover

Compacted class 2 
base-wrap in  
geotextile

Subgrade soil

Geotextile
Cover pipe opening and fasten 16 mesh fiberglass screen
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Installation | PERMEABLE INTERLOCKING CONCRETE PAVEMENT (PICP)

this layer. Paver installation can be by hand or with mechanical 
equipment. Border courses consisting of mostly whole (uncut) 
pavers are typically used against curbs at PICP edges and at 
transitions to other pavement surfaces. Paving units abutting 
border courses should be cut to fill spaces prior to compaction. 
Cuts should provide gaps around the entire perimeter of the 
stone that are consistent with the typical joint size — this will 
allow for proper interlock between units and prevent direct 
paver-on-paver contact. Cut units should be no smaller than  
one-third of a whole unit if subject to vehicular traffic.

FILL THE PAVER JOINTS AND SWEEP  
THE SURFACE CLEAN
The paver joints are filled with ASTM No. 8, 9 or 89 stone. 
Depending on the PICP area, spreading and sweeping can be 
done with shovels and brooms, or larger areas with machines, 
sweeping into the paver joints with powered brooms or sweepers. 
Once the joints are full (within 1⁄4-inch or 6 mm of the paver 
surface), the surface must be swept clean prior to compaction as 
loose stones on the surface can mar the pavers when in contact 
with a plate compactor.

COMPACT THE PAVERS
After the PICP surface is swept clean, compact it with a plate 
compactor. Make a minimum of two passes with the second 
pass in a perpendicular direction from the first pass. The plate 
compactor should exert a minimum 5,000 lbf (22 kN) at  
75-90 Hz.

TOP UP JOINTS WITH JOINT FILLING STONE  
AS NEEDED AND SWEEP THE SURFACE CLEAN
Compaction can cause some settlement of the aggregates inside 
the joints. If the aggregates are more than 1⁄4-inch (6 mm) from 
the paver surface, they should be topped up to this level with 
additional aggregates.

PICP paver compaction shows that pavers need to be set about 3/4-inch  
(19 mm) above their final elevation before compaction and 3/8-inch (10 mm)  
after compaction to account for downward movement.

Manually screeding the No. 8 stone setting bed.

Additional resources and technical specifications online at www.icpi.org
Source: ICPI Tech Spec, issue number 18
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Step 1 Step 2 Step 3

Before you start, familiarize yourself with the Mega-Arbel 
pavers. Begin by placing 3 pavers together to form a cloverleaf.

A set of 3 pavers
forming a cloverleaf

To make the installation 
easier, the front of the 
paver should point to the 
back  of the other paver.

Begin by laying 3 pavers at the center of the 
surface to be covered.

Add more sets of cloverleafs to fill in the 
surface to be covered.

Complete the balance of the surface to be 
covered with single pavers.

Installation Patterns  |  MEGA-ARBEL® PAVING SYSTEM

153/8" x 21" x 31/8"
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Installation Pattern |  CHARLESTON™ PAVING SYSTEM CIRCLE KITS 

Number 
of rings

Diameter 
of circle

Center 
stone

Small  
circle 
stone

Large  
circle 
stone

Small 
rectangle* 

stone
3/4 stone Total pavers 

per ring

1 17" 2 2

2 33" 12 12

3 49" 12 12 24

4 67" 36 36

5 83" 46 46

6 100" 27 27 54

7 116" 32 32 64

8 133" 37 37 74

9 150" 42 42 84

10 166" 47 47 94

11 183" 96 96

12 200" 100 100

13 217" 120 120

14 233" 132 132

15 250" 144 144

16 267" 156 156

17 284" 168 168

18 300" 180 180

*Rectangles are not included in the Charleston™ Circle Kit

The starter circle kit makes a 4' diameter circle. 
Combined with the large circle kit, they make a 
13'10" diameter circle. To extend the diameter of 
the circle beyond the 10th ring use Charleston™ 
small rectangles (sold separately) to achieve the 
desired diameter. Chart shows pieces required for 
each additional ring.

Starter circle kit (4' diameter)

Large circle kit added to the starter 
circle kit plus small rectangle stones 
(13'10" diameter)

Order as needed to expand

Step 3
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Installation Patterns*  |  CHARLESTON™ PAVING SYSTEM

*Based on percentage of square foot coverage

Pattern 2 - 3 piecesPattern 1 - 4 pieces

Pattern 4 - 3 pieces

Pattern 7  - 4 pieces

Pattern 5 - 3 pieces

Pattern 8 - 2 pieces

Pattern 6 - 3 pieces

Pattern 9 - 2 pieces

Pattern 3 - 5 pieces

Sm. Sq. 7%; Sm. Rect. 11%; Med. Rect. 15%; Large rect. 22%; Large sq. 45%
Pattern coverage 2.88 sq. ft.

13% 1 Small square

20% 1 Small rectangle

27% 1 Medium rectangle

40% 1 Large rectangle

40% 3 Small squares

20% 1 Small rectangle

40% 1 Large rectangle

22% 1 Small square

33% 1 Small rectangle

45% 1 Medium rectangle

16% 2 Small rectangles

21% 2 Medium rectangles

31% 2 Large rectangles

32% 1 Large square

19% 1 Small rectangle

81% 1 Large square

32% 1 Large rectangle

68% 1 Large square

29% 2 Small squares

42% 2 Small rectangles

29% 1 Medium rectangle

18% 1 Small square

27% 1 Small rectangle

55% 1 Large rectangle

  7% 1 Small square

11% 1 Small rectangle

15% 1 Medium rectangle

22% 1 Large rectangle

45% 1 Large square
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Installation Patterns*  |  CHARLESTON™ PAVING SYSTEM

*Based on percentage of square foot coverage

Pattern 11 - 3 piecesPattern 10 - 4 pieces

Pattern 13 - 2 pieces

Pattern 12 - 3 pieces

Pattern 14 - 3 pieces

24% 2 Small squares

17% 1 Small rectangle

24% 1 Medium rectangle

35% 1 Large rectangle

18% 1 Small rectangle

47% 2 Medium rectangles

35% 1 Large rectangle

25% 2 Small squares

75% 4 Small rectangles

25% 2 Medium rectangles

37% 2 Large rectangle

38% 1 Large square

16% 2 Medium rectangles

35% 3 Large rectangle

49% 2 Large square
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Installation Patterns* | ECO DUBLIN®

Pattern 1 - Machine installed cluster

Belgard packages multiple sized paving stones on one pallet to aid in the ease of ordering and installation by the contractor. Belgard recommends that the 
products be laid"randomly" allowing no single joint line to expand longer than 3-3.5 ft in length. Random installation will ensure full use of all the different 
sized pieces on the pallet. 
If you choose to follow one of the patterns above. Please be aware that you may have left over pieces of a certain size(s) when finished with the project. Belgard 
will not be responsible for any shortage or overages with your project. 
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Installation Patterns | HOLLAND PAVING SYSTEM

PARQUETOFFSET PARQUET

RUNNING BOND

FRAMED PARQUET

HERRINGBONE

Typical Border Installation Patterns  |  HOLLAND PAVING SYSTEM

Soldier and Sailor  

Soldier Mitered Corner 
and Sailor

Double Soldier
Mitered Corner

Double Sailor
 

Sailor Soldier Mitered Corner  

Soldier mitered cornerSailor Soldier and sailor

Double soldier mitered cornerSoldier mitered corner and sailor Double sailor

Soldier and Sailor  

Soldier Mitered Corner 
and Sailor

Double Soldier
Mitered Corner

Double Sailor
 

Sailor Soldier Mitered Corner  
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Installation Patterns*  |   KINGSTON™ PAVING SYSTEMS

Pattern 1 - 2 pieces  

Pattern 3 - 2 pieces Pattern 4 - 2 pieces

Pattern 2 - 1 piece

75% 4 Rectangles

25% 2 Squares

60% 1 Rectangle

40% 1 Square

67% 3 Squares

33% 1 Rectangle

100%  1 Rectangle

*Based on percentage of square foot coverage
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Number 
of rings

Diameter 
of circle

Center 
stone

Small  
circle 
stone

Large  
circle 
stone

Half 
square

3/4 stone
Total  

pavers 
per ring

1 5.5" 2 2

2 16.3" 8 8

3 27.5" 8 8 16

4 39" 24 24

5 50" 30 1 32

6 61.25" 37 1 38

7 72.25" 24 24 48

8 83.25" 28 28 56

9 94.25" 32 32 64

10 105.25" 36 35 71

11 116.5" 39 40 79

12 127.5" 43 43 88

13 138.5" 47 47 94

14 149.5" 51 50 101

15 160.5" 113 113

Kingston squares are not included in the 
circle kit. Eight half-stone spacers are 
included in the circle kit, but not shown 
in the circular diagram, use as needed in 
rings 5-10. 

One pallet = 9' 9" circle
Two pallets = 13' 4" circle

This method using a second circle would 
be needed to make a larger circle when 
using Cotswold Mist or Barkwood.

Installation Pattern |   KINGSTON™ AND KINGSTON™ PLUS PAVING SYSTEM

 CIRCLE KIT USING 2 CIRCLE PALLET/KITS
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Number 
of rings

Diameter 
of circle

Center 
stone

Small  
circle 
stone

Large  
circle 
stone

Square 
stone

3/4 stone
Total  

pavers 
per ring

1 5.5" 2 2

2 16.3" 8 8

3 27.5" 8 8 16

4 39" 24 24

5 50" 24 8 32

6 61.25" 24 16 40

7 72.25" 24 24 48

8 83.25" 24 32 56

9 94.25" 24 40 64

10 105.25" 24 48 72

11 116.5" 24 56 80

12 127.5" 67 67

13 138.5" 79 79

14 149.5" 86 86

15 160.5" 92 92

16 171.5" 98 98

17 182.7" 105 105

18 193.75" 111 111

19 204.75" 117 117

20 215.75" 124 124

21 226.75" 130 130

22 237.75" 136 136

23 249" 143 143

24 260" 149 149

25 271" 155 155

26 282" 161 161

27 293" 168 168

28 304" 174 174

The circle kit makes a 9'9" diameter circle. Extra center 
stones, small circle and ¾ stones are included with 
the kit. To extend the diameter of the circle beyond 
the 11th ring use Kingston™ squares (sold separately) 
to achieve the desired diameter. Chart shows pieces 
required for each additional ring.

Kingston squares are available in Fieldstone, 
Northwoods, Autumn Blend and Ironstone. 

Installation Pattern |   KINGSTON™ AND KINGSTON PLUS™ PAVING SYSTEMS 

 CIRCLE KIT

Circle kit (9'9" diameter)

Order as needed to expand
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Installation Patterns  |  MEGA-LIBRE® SLAB PAVING SYSTEM

Large Unit
31" x 161/4" x 23/8"

Small Unit
223/4" x 161/4" x 23/8"

Stack bond

Running bond

Random bond
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Pattern 2 - 3 piece and large square Pattern 3 - 3 piece running bondPattern 1 - 3 piece and large square

Installation Patterns | LAFITT™

Pattern 2Pattern 1

Belgard packages multiple sized paving stones on one pallet to aid in the ease of ordering and installation by the contractor. Belgard recommends that the products be 
laid"randomly" allowing no single joint line to expand longer than 3-3.5 ft in length. Random installation will ensure full use of all the different sized pieces on the pallet. 
If you choose to follow one of the patterns above. Please be aware that you may have left over pieces of a certain size(s) when finished with the project. Belgard will not be 
responsible for any shortage or overages with your project. 

Pattern 3

Belgard packages multiple sized paving stones on one pallet to aid in the ease of ordering and installation by the contractor. Belgard recommends that the products be 
laid"randomly" allowing no single joint line to expand longer than 3-3.5 ft in length. Random installation will ensure full use of all the different sized pieces on the pallet. 
If you choose to follow one of the patterns above. Please be aware that you may have left over pieces of a certain size(s) when finished with the project. Belgard will not be 
responsible for any shortage or overages with your project. 
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Installation Patterns  |   MEGA KINGSTON™ AND MEGA DUBLIN™ PAVING SYSTEMS

Pattern 1 - 3 pieces  

3pc Pattern

Pattern 2 - 3 pieces  Pattern 3 - 3 pieces  

*Based on percentage of square foot coverage

Installation Patterns* | MELVILLE®

Pattern 2 Pattern 3Pattern 1

Belgard packages multiple sized paving stones on one pallet to aid in the ease of ordering and installation by the contractor. Belgard recommends that the products be 
laid"randomly" allowing no single joint line to expand longer than 3-3.5 ft in length. Random installation will ensure full use of all the different sized pieces on the pallet. 
If you choose to follow one of the patterns above. Please be aware that you may have left over pieces of a certain size(s) when finished with the project. Belgard will not be 
responsible for any shortage or overages with your project. 

Belgard packages multiple sized paving stones on one pallet to aid in the ease of ordering and installation by the contractor. Belgard recommends that the products be 
laid"randomly" allowing no single joint line to expand longer than 3-3.5 ft in length. Random installation will ensure full use of all the different sized pieces on the pallet. 
If you choose to follow one of the patterns above. Please be aware that you may have left over pieces of a certain size(s) when finished with the project. Belgard will not be 
responsible for any shortage or overages with your project. 
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1. Each layer = 2.5 installation patterns

1. Each layer = 1 installation pattern

1. One row = 5 large, 5 medium, 10 small paving units
2. Two rows = installation pattern

3. Offset each row to minimize cross joints

2.   Each pattern = 2 large,  
2 medium, 4 small paving units

2.  Each pattern = 2 large,  
2 medium, 4 small paving units

One pallet = 30 pattern sets or 97 sq. ft.

One pallet = 11 pattern sets or 100 sq. ft.

One Laziano® pallet = 143 lin. ft.
One Medino® pallet = 88 lin. ft.

3.  Stagger each pattern for  
optimal color variation

3.  Stagger each pattern for  
optimal color variation

LAZIANO® PAVING SYSTEM (RANDOM)

MEDINO® PAVING SYSTEM (RANDOM)

LAZIANO® OR MEDINO® PAVING SYSTEM (RUNNING BOND)

Installation Patterns | RINN™ PAVING SYSTEMS

PADIO™ 14 PAVING SYSTEM (RUNNING BOND)

Offset each row to minimize cross 
joints
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Installation Patterns* | SLATON PLUS™ PAVING SYSTEM

Pattern 4 - 2 pieces  Pattern 5 - 3 pieces  

Pattern 2 - 2 piecesPattern 1 - 3 pieces Pattern 3 - 2 pieces

16% 2 Small rectangles

50% 3 Large rectangles

34% 1 Large square

20% 3 Small rectangles

53% 4 Large rectangles

27% 1 Large square

32% 1 Large rectangle

68% 1 Large square

67% 2 Large rectangles

33% 2 Small rectangles

19% 1 Small rectangle

81% 1 Large square

3.  Stagger each pattern for  
optimal color variation

*Based on percentage of square foot coverage
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Installation Patterns | OLD WORLD PAVER™

Pattern 2 - 3 pieces 
Random running bond

Pattern 1 - 2 pieces
Random running bond

Installation Patterns | URBANA® STONE 3-PIECE

Pattern 2 - 3 piece Pattern 3 - 3 piecePattern 1 - 3 piece

Belgard packages multiple sized paving stones on one pallet to aid in the ease of ordering and installation by the contractor. Belgard recommends that the products be 
laid"randomly" allowing no single joint line to expand longer than 3-3.5 ft in length. Random installation will ensure full use of all the different sized pieces on the pallet. 
If you choose to follow one of the patterns above. Please be aware that you may have left over pieces of a certain size(s) when finished with the project. Belgard will not be 
responsible for any shortage or overages with your project. 

Belgard packages multiple sized paving stones on one pallet to aid in the ease of ordering and installation by the contractor. Belgard recommends that the products be 
laid"randomly" allowing no single joint line to expand longer than 3-3.5 ft in length. Random installation will ensure full use of all the different sized pieces on the pallet. 
If you choose to follow one of the patterns above. Please be aware that you may have left over pieces of a certain size(s) when finished with the project. Belgard will not be 
responsible for any shortage or overages with your project. 
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Installation |  EDGERS 

CALCULATING EDGER PROJECT

Calculate the length of your project and determine the number of edgers needed. 

Length of project        feet ÷ length of edger             inches =          edgers needed

SITE PREPARATION  
AND EXCAVATION
Begin by laying out the project using 
stakes and string line or a garden hose 
(great for curves). Dig a trench 5 inches 
wide by 4 inches deep.

BASE PREPARATION
Smooth the bottom of the trench. Place 
1 inch of paver base in the bottom of the 
trench and firmly compact.

LAY EDGER UNITS
Position edgers end-to-end in the 
trench. Using a rubber mallet, tamp  
the edgers firmly into place. 

CUT EDGER UNITS
Edgers can be easily cut to fit your project by using a hammer and chisel*, or 
a circular saw with diamond blade.

*To finish exposed edge of Highland Stone® edger, chisel smooth side to emulate split face.

BACKFILL
Backfill with soil in front of and/or in 
back of edger. Compact. 

ANCHOR EDGER™ BULLET EDGER HIGHLAND STONE® EDGERTECHTURE STONE® EDGER

Edgers are installed 1 inch above landscape. Edgers are installed 1 inch above landscape. Edgers are installed 3 to 4 inches above 
landscape. Uneven top surface lends to  
the beauty of these edgers. 
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Product Calculation Quick Reference |  SEGMENTAL WALL SYSTEMS

PRODUCT CALCULATION CONVERSION FOR WALL SYSTEMS
SEE RESPECTIVE SECTIONS FOR INSTALLATION GUIDELINES; PRODUCT UNIT DETAILS AVAILABLE IN APPENDIX

Artisana™/Brisa®/ Brisa® Random/Matiz™ wall systems Coverage Quantity sets and unit sizes

Maximum Gravity Wall Height 3'0"*  /  Setback 6" high = 1"  /  System Batter 9.5°  /  Minimum Inside Radius 8'0"  /  Minimum Outside Radius 4'0"

SRW 6" 2 sq. ft. Two 6" x 16" units/One 6" x 10" unit/One 6" x 6" unit

Maximum Gravity Wall Height 3'0"*  /  Minimum Inside Radius 4'0"  /  Minimum Outside Radius 4'0"

FSW 6" 1 sq. ft. Two 6" x 16" units/One 6" x 10" unit/One 6" x 6" unit

Torpedo® base block 1.31 lin. ft.

Diamond Stone Cut®,  Diamond® 10D and Diamond® retaining wall systems Coverage

Maximum Gravity Wall Height 4'6"*  /  Setback 11/8"  /  System Batter 10.6°  /  Minimum Inside Radius 8'0"  /  Minimum Outside Radius 4'0"

Formal or Straight 0.72 sq. ft.

Beveled 0.67 sq. ft.

Fresco™ wall system Coverage Quantity sets and unit sizes

Maximum Gravity Wall Height 2'0"*

Large unit 0.33 sq. ft. One large unit 4" x 12"

Small/medium units 0.33 sq. ft. One medium unit 4" x 8"/One small unit 4" x 4"

Tapered unit N/A One tapered unit 4" x 8.6"/6"

Highland Stone® wall systems Coverage Quantity sets and unit sizes

Maximum Gravity Wall Height / 4'6"* Setback 6" high = 11/8", 3" high = 9/16" / System Batter 10.6° / Minimum Inside Radius 8'0" / Minimum Outside Radius 4'0"

SRW 6"  1.50 sq. ft. One 6" x 18" unit/One 6" x 12" unit/One 6" x 6" unit

Maximum Wall Height 3'0"*  /  Minimum Inside Radius 3'9"  /  Minimum Outside Radius 3'9"

FSW 6"   1.4 sq. ft. One large unit/One medium unit/One small unit

Base block Coverage

Torpedo® base block 1.31 lin. ft. Required for Artisana™, Brisa® and Matiz™ freestanding wall systems

Corner/column and wall ends Quantity

Artisana™/Brisa®/Matiz™ wall end units
2 units per  
foot height

Artisana™/Brisa®/ Brisa® Randon/Matiz™ corner/column units 
8 units per foot 

height
Per column, maximum height 6'0"

Highland Stone® corner/column units
8 units per foot 

height
Per column, maximum height 6'0"

Caps** Coverage

Artisana™/Brisa®/ Brisa® Random/Matiz™ cap 0.63 lin. ft.

Artisana™/Brisa®/Brisa® Random/Matiz™ cap end units One unit needed per end of wall and/or at 90-degree corner

ShortCut® cap - Diamond®, Diamond Stone Cut® and Highland Stone® 0.63 lin. ft.

XL™ Cap - Diamond®, Diamond Stone Cut® and Highland Stone® 1.25 lin. ft.

Estimating leveling pad aggregate (assumes 24-inch-wide trench) Estimating drainage aggregate (based on 12 inches behind wall)
L ÷ 7.5 = cu. yd.  /  cu. yd. x 1.6 = tons Sq. ft. ÷ 2.7 x 1.1 = cu. yd.  /  cu. yd. x 1.6 = tons

*The total height a wall can safely be built without reinforcement, including the buried course but excluding the cap.
**For curved walls add 10 percent to quantities estimated.
For complete materials estimating go to www.anchorblock.com/for-professionals/default.aspx

= 1 Set
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To estimate your project use the respective product's coverage 
listed on page 72 and pages 77-81. 

1. ESTIMATING EXPOSED WALL UNITS 
Determine the square footage of the exposed wall. Exposed wall 
length (L) x height (H) = square feet (sq. ft.).
 sq. ft. ÷ coverage
 = Each or sets needed

2. ESTIMATING BURIED BASE UNITS
Build buried base course using large units or Torpedo® base 
block. Determine the length (L) of the base in feet and divide by 
either the unit length or product factor.

L ÷ (unit length or coverage)
= Number of each

3. ESTIMATING CAP UNITS  
Determine wall length in feet and divide by linear feet (lin. ft.) of 
cap selected.

L ÷ lin. ft.
= Number of caps
Add 10 percent for capping curved walls.

4. ESTIMATING FILTER FABRIC (OPTIONAL) 
Non-woven, 4- to 6-ounce filter fabric. Determine the sq. ft. of  
total wall.

sq. ft. ÷ 9 = square yards fabric

5. ESTIMATING LEVELING PAD AGGREGATE
Leveling pad is a compactible base material of ¾-inch minus 
(with fines) aggregate. The leveling pad is a minimum of 6 inches 
in front of and behind the wall units and 6 inches deep after  
compaction. Wall length (L) in feet ÷ 27 x 1.1 = cubic yards (cu. 
yd.). cu. yd. x 1.6 = tons.

L ÷ 27 x 1.1 = cu. yd.
cu. yd. x 1.6 x 1.25 = tons of aggregate with compensation  
for compaction

6. ESTIMATING DRAINAGE AGGREGATE 
Drainage aggregate is clear 1-inch crushed stone (with no fines). 
The drainage column extends 12-inches behind the wall units. 
Wall length (L) in feet x total wall height (H) in feet = sq. ft. ÷ 27 x 1.1  
= cubic yards (cu. yd.). cu. yd. x 1.6 = tons. 

sq. ft. ÷ 27 x 1.1 = cu. yd.
cu. yd. x 1.6 x 1.25 = tons of aggregate with compensation  
for compaction

7. GEOSYNTHETIC REINFORCEMENT ESTIMATING
See geosynthetic reinforcement estimating charts on  
pages 42-50.

For complete materials estimating go to www.anchorblock.com/for-professionals/default.aspx

PROJECT ESTIMATING EXAMPLE
The wall is 40 feet long and 3 feet high, not including buried 
base course, and is built with Brisa® 6-inch high units.  
There is no toe or crest slope, and the soils are clean sand 
and gravel. 

1. EXPOSED BRISA® WALL UNITS 
    (2 long, 1 medium, 1 small) 
 40' L x 3' H = 120 sq. ft. ÷ 2 = 60 sets

2. BURIED TORPEDO® BASE BLOCK UNITS*
 40' L ÷ 1.31 = 31 base blocks

2. CAP UNITS 
 40' L ÷ .63 lin. ft. = 64 

3.  FILTER FABRIC  
 40' L x 3.5' H = 140 sq. ft. ÷ 9 = 15.6 square yards   
 fabric needed

4. LEVELING PAD AGGREGATE
 40' L ÷ 27 = 1.48 x 1.1 = 1.63 cu. yd.  
 1.63 cu. yd. x 1.6 x 1.25 = 3.26 tons needed

5. DRAINAGE AGGREGATE
  40' L x 3.5' H = 140 sq. ft. ÷ 27 x 1.1 = 5.7 cu. yd. x 1.6 x 

1.25 = 11.40 tons needed

6. GEOSYNTHETIC REINFORCEMENT  
 See geosynthetic reinforcement estimating  
 charts on pages 42-50.

Estimating Formulas |  RETAINING WALL EXAMPLE

*Recommended for all retaining walls
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To estimate your project use the respective product's coverage 
listed on page 72 and pages 77-81. 

1.  ESTIMATING EXPOSED WALL UNITS
Determine the square footage of one side of the exposed wall: 
Exposed wall length (L) x height (H) = square feet (sq. ft.).

sq. ft. ÷ (coverage)
= Each or sets needed

2. ESTIMATING BURIED BASE UNITS
 Build buried base course using large units or Torpedo® base 
block. Artisana™, Brisa®, Brisa® Random and Matiz™ freestanding 
walls are built back to back and need to be built on the Torpedo 
base block.  
Determine the length of the wall in feet and divide by either the 
unit length or product factor. 

L ÷ unit length or coverage
= Number of each

4.  ESTIMATING COLUMN UNITS
 Estimate the quantity needed for a column by multiplying the 
height (H) in feet, including buried course, x 8.

H x 8 = number of units per column

 5. ESTIMATING CAP UNITS
 Determine wall length in feet and divide by linear feet (lin. ft.) of  
cap selected.

L ÷ lin. ft.
= Number of caps
Add 10 percent for capping curved walls

6.  ESTIMATING LEVELING PAD AGGREGATE
Leveling pad is a compactible base material of ¾-inch minus 
(with fines) aggregate. The leveling pad extends at least 6 inches 
in front of and behind the wall units and is at least 6 inches deep 
after compaction. Use wall length (L) in feet. (Assumes 24 inch 
wide trench.)

L ÷ 27 x 1.1 = cu. yd.
cu. yd. x 1.6 x 1.25 = tons of aggregate with compensation  
for compaction

Note: Three-sided cap end and three-sided wall end units  
are available for Artisana™, Brisa® and Matiz™ wall systems.
•  Exclude a cap unit if using a cap end unit. 
•  Use wall end units if not ending wall with a column or  

for step-up. 

PROJECT ESTIMATING EXAMPLE
The wall is 40 feet long and 1-foot 6-inches-high. There are six 
columns that are 3-feet-high. The wall will be built with Brisa® 
6-inch-high units.

1. EXPOSED WALL UNITS
   (2 long, 1 medium, 1 small) 
 40' L x 1.5' H = 60 sq. ft. 
 60 sq. ft. ÷ 1 = 60 sets

2. BURIED TORPEDO® BASE BLOCK UNITS*
 40' L ÷ 1.31 = 31 base blocks

3. COLUMN UNITS
 3' x 8 = 24 column units per column
      Total column units needed      24
                Number of columns   x 6
 Total column units                144

4. CAP UNITS
 Length in feet
 40' L  ÷ .63 = 64 units

5. LEVELING PAD AGGREGATE
 40' L ÷ 27 = 1.48 x 1.1 = 1.63 cu. yd.
 1.63 cu. yd. x 1.6 x 1.25 = 3.26 tons

* Required for Artisana™, Brisa® , Brisa® Random and Matiz™  
freestanding wall systems. 

Estimating Formulas |  FREESTANDING WALL EXAMPLE

Wall calculator tool www.anchorblock.com/for-professionals/default.aspx
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Materials Calculation Reference  |  PAVING SYSTEMS

TO CALCULATE AREA FOR CU. YD. TO CALCULATE AREA FOR TON

1" deep (sq. ft. ÷ 324) = cu. yd. 1" deep (sq. ft. ÷ 240) = ton

2" deep (sq. ft. ÷ 162) = cu. yd. 2" deep (sq. ft. ÷ 120) = ton

3" deep (sq. ft. ÷ 108) = cu. yd. 3" deep (sq. ft. ÷ 75) = ton

4" deep (sq. ft. ÷ 81) = cu. yd. 4" deep (sq. ft. ÷ 57) = ton

5" deep (sq. ft. ÷ 65) = cu. yd. 5" deep (sq. ft. ÷ 47) = ton

6" deep (sq. ft. ÷ 54) = cu. yd. 6" deep (sq. ft. ÷ 37) = ton

8" deep (sq. ft. ÷ 40) = cu. yd. 8" deep (sq. ft. ÷ 28) = ton

12" deep (sq. ft. ÷ 27) = cu. yd. 12" deep (sq. ft. ÷ 18) = ton
 

Formulas for calculating the correct amount of material to order.

1. BASE FORMULA
 a.  Length x width of paving project measured in feet divided  

by 200 x depth in inches x 1.25 = tons (including overcut  
for edging)

 b.  Loosely graded aggregate will compact by  
approximately 25 percent

2. SAND COVERAGE
 a.  Length x width of paving project measured in feet divided  

by 200 x 1.25 = tons (1 inch thick)
  One ton will cover:
   200 sq. ft. at 1" deep
   100 sq. ft. at 2" deep
   70 sq. ft. at 3" deep
   50 sq. ft. at 4" deep

3. BLACK DIRT
 One cubic yard covers:
   108 sq. ft. at 3" deep
   81 sq. ft. at 4" deep
   65 sq. ft. at 5" deep
   54 sq. ft. at 4" deep

4. HOW TO CALCULATE THE AREA/SQUARE FOOTAGE 
  OF A CIRCLE
 Multiply square of diameter by 0.7864

5.  HOW TO CALCULATE THE CIRCUMFERENCE  
OF A CIRCLE

 Multiply diameter by 3.1416

6. HOW TO CALCULATE THE DIAMETER OF A CIRCLE
 Multiply the circumference by 0.31831

7. One cubic yard equals 1.4 tons (2,800 lbs.)

8. One ton equals 2,000 lbs.
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Color blend name Color description
Coordinating color suggestions
(borders, edging)

Autumn Blend Red, Black, Tan Cambray Tan, Charcoal

Barkwood Charcoal, Brown Beige, Brown, Gray

Beige Tan Brown

Beluga Gray Gray, Tan, Purple Beige, Gray

Blu Iron Gray, Brown Cambray Tan, Charcoal, Beige

Brown Brown Beige

Cambray Tan Tan Charcoal

Charcoal Charcoal Cambray Tan

Fieldstone Brown, Charcoal, Copper Cambray Tan, Charcoal, Brown

Graphite Charcoal, Gray Sahara Beige, Charcoal

Gray Gray Beige

Ironstone Charcoal, Gray, Brown/Red Cambray Tan, Charcoal, Gray

Latte Macchiatto Brown, Tan, Gold Beige, Brown

Mahogany Charcoal, Brown, Tan Cambray Tan, Brown

Northwoods Tan, Brown, Gray Cambray Tan, Brown

Sahara Beige Gray, Tan, Gold Beige, Gray, Graphite

Shale Gray

Walnut Green, Brown, Charcoal, Tan Cambray Tan, Charcoal, Gray

Savannah Beige Tan, Brown Gascony Tan, Newport Gray

Newport Gray Gray, Charcoal Cotswold Mist, Savannah Beige

Cotswold Mist Charcoal, Tan, Gray Gascony Tan, Ashbury Haze

Ashbury Haze Charcoal, Brown, Tan Cotswold Mist, Gascony Tan

Gascony Tan Brown, Gold, Tan Ashbury Haze, Cambray Tan

Brookstone Slate Charcoal, Green Charcoal, Cotswold Mist

Danville Beige Light Gray, Gold, Brown Cambray Tan, Gascony Tan

Quick Reference  |  COLOR DESCRIPTION CHARTS

PAVING SYSTEM COLOR BLENDS 
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Color blend name Color description
Coordinating color suggestions
(caps, accents, edging)

Arctic Gold Charcoal, Gold, White Moonlight

Charcoal Charcoal Charcoal Brown, Gray

Charcoal Brown Charcoal, Brown Charcoal, Brown

Chestnut Tan Tan, Brown Brown

Desert Tan Tan Brown

Gold Creek Tan, Charcoal, Gold Moonlight

Gray Gray Charcoal

Heritage Gray, Tan, Brown, Mauve Moonlight

Ironstone Charcoal, Gray, Brown Charcoal

Mahogany Charcoal, Brown, Tan Cambray Tan, Charcoal

Majestic Gray Gray, Charcoal, Brown Charcoal, Charcoal Brown, Brown

Moonlight Yellow, White, Tan Gold Creek, Arctic Gold, Heritage

Northwoods Tan, Brown, Gray Cambray Tan, Charcoal

Quail Tan, Brown Brown

Sand Tan, Brown Umber, Desert Tan, Gray

Umber Brown/Red Sand

Quick Reference  |  COLOR DESCRIPTION CHARTS

WALL SYSTEM COLOR BLENDS 
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Wall System Product Information 

(units shown in Brisa®  
face style)

Dimensions* Units Based  
On Sets Setback Units/

Pallet
Sq. Ft./

Unit
Sq. Ft./
Pallet

Weight/
Unit Weight/Pallet

Height Length Depth

6" x 16" Unit 6"  16"       8" 2 units 1" 30 0.67

30

52 lbs. 

2,377 lbs.6" x 10" Unit 6"  10"      8" 1 unit 1" 15 0.42 31 lbs. 

6" x 6" Unit 6" 6"     8" 1 unit 1" 15 0.25 20 lbs. 

ARTISANA™, BRISA®, BRISA® RANDOM AND MATIZ™ WALL SYSTEMS RETAINING WALL UNITS

* All dimensions are nominal

(units shown in Brisa®  
face style)

Dimensions*
Units Based 

On Sets 
Units/
Pallet

Sq. Ft./
Unit

Sq. Ft./
Pallet

Weight/
Unit Weight/Pallet

Height Length Depth

6" x 16" Unit 6"  16"        5" 2 units 60 0.67

30

28 lbs. 

2,632 lbs. 6" x 10" Unit 6"  10"        5" 1 units 30 0.42 19 lbs. 

6" x 6" Unit 6"  6"        5" 1 units 30 0.25 11 lbs. 

ARTISANA™, BRISA®, BRISA® RANDOM AND MATIZ™ WALL SYSTEMS FREESTANDING WALL UNITS

ARTISANA™, BRISA®, BRISA® RANDOM AND MATIZ™ WALL SYSTEMS ACCESSORIES

(units shown in Brisa® face style)
Dimensions*

Units/
Pallet

Sq. Ft. Or  
Lin. Ft./unit

Sq. Ft. Or 
Lin. Ft./
Pallet

Weight/
Unit Weight/Pallet

Height Length Depth

Trapezoid  
Double-sided  
Cap Unit

3"
8"/7"

(front/
back)

13½" 126 0.63 lin. ft. 79 lin. ft. 22 lbs. 2,824 lbs.

Cap End Unit 3" 8" 13½”      36 0.67 lin. ft. N/A 21 lbs. 854 lbs.

Wall End Unit 6" 8" 11"       63 0.33 sq. ft. N/A 37 lbs. 2,395 lbs.

Corner/column Unit 6" 16¾" 7¾" 28 1.03 sq. ft. 29 sq. ft. 57 lbs. 1,648 lbs.

Brisa® Random  
Corner/column Unit

6" 16¾" 7¾" 28 1.03 sq. ft. 29 sq. ft. 57 lbs. 1,648 lbs.

Torpedo® Base  
Block Unit

4" 15¾" 11"       48 1.31 lin. ft. 64 lin. ft. 47 lbs. 2,308 lbs.
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* All dimensions are nominal

Wall Systems Product Information

Dimensions*
Setback Units/

Pallet
Sq. Ft./

Unit
Sq. Ft./
Pallet

Weight/
Unit Weight/Pallet

Height Length Depth

Straight-face Unit 6" 17¼" 12" 1⅛" 45 0.72 32 68 lbs. 3,112 lbs.

Beveled-face Unit 6"  15⅞"      12" 1⅛" 45 0.66 30 63 lbs. 2,887 lbs.

DIAMOND® RETAINING WALL SYSTEM WALL UNITS

DIAMOND STONE CUT® RETAINING WALL SYSTEM 
WALL UNIT

Dimensions**
Setback Units/

Pallet Sq. Ft./Unit Sq. Ft./
Pallet

Weight/
Unit Weight/Pallet

Height Length Depth

Formal-face Unit 6"  17¼"      12" 1⅛” 36 0.72 26 74 lbs. 2,716 lbs.

Dimensions** Units/
Pallet

Lin. Ft./
Unit

Lin. Ft./
Pallet Weight/Unit Weight/Pallet

Height Length Depth

XL™ Cap Unit 3"
18"/12"

(front/back)
13" 72 1.25 90 45 lbs. 3,292 lbs.

Large Step Unit* 6" 16" 16" 24 1.33 32 124 lbs. 3,028 lbs.

DIAMOND STONE CUT® RETAINING WALL SYSTEM 
ACCESSORIES

* Split in half to use for a corner unit
** All dimensions are nominal

DIAMOND® RETAINING WALL SYSTEM ACCESSORIES

Dimensions** Units/
Pallet

Sq. Ft. Or  
Lin. Ft./Unit

Sq. Ft. Or  
Lin. Ft./Pallet

Weight/
Unit Weight/Pallet

Height Length Depth

ShortCut®  
Cap Unit

3"
8"/7"

(front/back)
13" 126† 0.63 sq. ft. 79 lin. ft. 22.5 lbs 2,887 lbs.

XL™ Cap Unit
3"

18"/12"
(front/back)

13" 72 1.25 90 45 lbs. 3,292 lbs.

Large Step Unit 6" 16" 16" 24 1.33 32 124 lbs. 3,028 lbs.

†Varies per color
84 -Brown/Buff , Gray

126 - Desert Tan
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Wall Systems Product Information

Dimensions* Units/
Pallet

Sq. Ft. Or  
Lin. Ft./Unit

Lin. Ft./
Pallet Weight/Unit Weight/Pallet

Height Length Depth

Cap Unit 4"
171/4"/103/8"

(front/back)
10" 80 1.22 lin. ft. 47.6 47 lbs. 3,812 lbs.

Corner Unit 8" 18" 9" 20 1.00 sq. ft. N/A 101 lbs. 2,112 lbs.

DIAMOND PRO STONE CUT® AND DIAMOND PRO STONE CUT® VIRTUAL JOINT  
RETAINING WALL SYSTEM ACCESSORIES

* All dimensions are nominal

DIAMOND PRO STONE CUT® AND DIAMOND PRO STONE CUT® VIRTUAL JOINT  
RETAINING WALL SYSTEM WALL UNITS

Dimensions* Units/
Pallet

Sq. Ft. Or  
Lin. Ft./Unit

Sq. Ft. Or  
Lin. Ft./Pallet

Weight/
Unit Weight/Pallet

Height Length Depth

Solid Face 8" 18" 12" 36 1.00 sq. ft. 36 sq. ft. 77 lbs. 2,832 lbs.

Left Virtual Joint
8" 18" 12" 18 1.00 sq. ft.

36 sq. ft.

77 lbs.

2,832 lbs.

Right Virtual Joint 8" 18" 12" 18 1.00 sq. ft. 77 lbs.
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Wall System Product Information

Dimensions**
Setback Units/ 

Pallet
Sq. Ft./

Unit
Sq. Ft./
Pallet

Weight/
Unit Weight/Pallet

Height Length Depth

6" Large Unit 6"  18" 12" 1⅛" 36 0.75 27 80 lbs. 2,939 lbs.

6" Medium Unit 6" 12" 12"

1⅛"
54 

(27 of each)

0.50

20

59 lbs.

2,455 lbs.

6" Small Unit 6" 6" 12" 0.25 30 lbs.

HIGHLAND STONE® RETAINING WALL SYSTEM 
WALL UNITS

HIGHLAND STONE® FREESTANDING WALL SYSTEM  
WALL UNITS

Dimensions**
Units/pallet Sq. Ft./

Unit
Sq. Ft./
Pallet

Weight/
Unit 

Weight/ 
PalletHeight Length Depth

6" Large Unit 6"  
18"/16" 

(front/back)  
9" 40 0.71 28 70 lbs. 2,852 lbs.

6" Medium Unit 6"
12"/10"

(front/back)
9" 60

(30 of each)

0.46

20

45 lbs.

1,987 lbs.

6" Small Unit 6"
6"/4"    

(front/back)
9" 0.21 20 lbs.

FRESCO™ WALL SYSTEM 
WALL UNITS AND KITS

Dimensions**
Units/Pallet Sq. Ft./

Unit
Sq. Ft./
Pallet

Weight/
Unit Weight/Pallet

Height Length Depth

Large Unit 4"  12" 8" 100 0.33 33 29 lbs. 2,918 lbs.

Medium Unit 4" 8" 8" 200 
(100 of 
each)

0.22

33

20 lbs.

3,091 lbs.

Small Unit 4" 4" 8" 0.11 10 lbs.

Tapered Unit 4"
8.6"/6"

(front/back)
8" 150 0.20 30 18 lbs. 2,790 lbs.

Circle Wood 
Fire Pit Kit

12"
Outside diameter 53"
Inside diameter 37"

N/A
1

(57 Blocks)
N/A N/A N/A 1,083 lbs.

Square Wood 
Fire Pit Kit

16"
Outside dimension 44"

Inside dimension
28"

N/A
1

(48 Blocks)
N/A N/A N/A 1,429 lbs.

Fire Pit Grate N/A Square 27.5" 18” N/A N/A N/A N/A
Sold  

separately

** All dimensions are nominal
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Wall System Product Information

Dimensions* Units/
Pallet

Sq. Ft. Or  
Lin. Ft./Unit

Sq. Ft. Or  
Lin. Ft./Pallet

Weight/
Unit Weight/Pallet

Height Length Depth

XL™ Cap Unit 3"
18"/12"

(front/back)
13" 72 1.25 lin. ft. 90 lin. ft. 45 lbs. 3,292 lbs.

ShortCut®  
Cap Unit

3"
8"/7"

(front/back)
13" 126 0.63 sq. ft. 79 lin. ft. 22.5 lbs 2,887 lbs.

Large Step Unit 6" 16" 16" 24 N/A  32 lin. ft. 124 lbs. 3,028 lbs.

6" Corner/ 
Column Unit

6"  18"  9" 20 0.75 sq. ft. 15 sq. ft. 75 lbs. 1,552 lbs.

Dimensions* Units/
Pallet

Sq. Ft. Or Lin. 
Ft./Unit

Sq. Ft. Or  
Lin. Ft./Pallet

Weight/
Unit Weight/Pallet

Height Length Depth

Landings™
Step Unit

6" 48" 18" 4 4.0 lin. ft. 16 lin. ft. 400 lbs. 1,736 lbs.

HIGHLAND STONE® WALL SYSTEM ACCESSORIES

LANDINGS™ STEP UNIT

Dimensions* Units/
Pallet

Sq. Ft./
Unit

Sq. Ft./
Pallet

Weight/
Unit 

Weight/ 
PalletHeight Length Depth

Raised Flat  
Top Unit

4" 30" 30"
5 N/A N/A 295 lbs. 1,527 lbs.

Flat area 10" x 10"

Dimensions* Units/
Pallet

Sq. Ft./
Unit

Sq. Ft./
Pallet

Weight/
Unit 

Weight/ 
PalletHeight Length Depth

2" 30" 30" 6 N/A N/A 243 lbs. 1,512 lbs.

Dimensions* Units/
Pallet

Sq. Ft./
Unit

Sq. Ft./
Pallet

Weight/
Unit 

Weight/ 
PalletHeight Length Depth

2½" 30" 14" 18 N/A N/A 57 lbs. 1,080 lbs.

ANCHOR™ COLUMN CAP

ANCHOR™ PILLAR CAP

ANCHOR™ SEAT WALL CAP

* All dimensions are nominal
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Paving System Product Information 

CHARLESTON™ AND CHARLESTON™ TUMBLED PAVING SYSTEMS 
PAVING UNITS – tumbled and large square not banded

** All dimensions are nominal

Dimensions**

Units/
Pallet

Sq. Ft./
Pallet

Sq. Ft.  
Coverage/

Piece;
Approx. 
Pieces/ 
Sq. Ft.

Weight/
Piece Weight/Pallet

Non-tumbled

 Bands/Pallet, 
Pieces Band,
Sq. Ft./Band

Tumbled
  

Layers/Pallet,
Pieces/Layers,
Sq. Ft./Layer

Thickness Length Width

Small  
Square

2¾"  
(70 mm)

5½" 5½" 384 81
0.21
4.76

7 lbs. 2,740 lbs.
8

48
10.12

8
48

10.12

Small  
Rectangle

2¾"
(70 mm)

8¼" 5½" 240 76
0.316
3.17

10.5 
lbs.

2,572 lbs.
5

48
15.2

8
30
9.5

Medium  
Rectangle

2¾"
(70 mm)

11" 5½" 192 81
0.42
2.37

13.8 
lbs.

2,702 lbs.
4

48
20.25

8
24

10.12

Large  
Rectangle

2¾"
(70 mm)

11"  8¼" 128 81
0.63
1.58

20.9 
lbs.

2,727 lbs.
4

32
20.25

8
16

10.12

Large  
Square

2¾"
(70 mm)

13¾" 13¾"

60 non- 
tumbled

79 non- 
tumbled

1.31
0.76

42 lbs.

2,572 lbs.
non-tumbled

10 Layers,   
6  Pieces/layer,  
7.9 Sq. Ft./Layer

63 83
2,698 lbs.

7 Layers,   
9  Pieces/Layer,  

11.79 Sq. Ft./Layer

Starter Circle Kit 
Center Stone, Small 
Circle And ¾ Stone 
For 4' Diameter Circle

2¾" height
(70 mm)

1 13
N/A
N/A

N/A 456 lbs.

Large Circle Stone
(Add 185 Small  
Rectangles To  
Complete 13'10"  
Diameter Circle)

2¾" height
(70 mm)

280 77
0.28
3.63

8.8 lbs 2,516 lbs.
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Paving System Product Information 

MEGA-LAFITT™ PAVING SYSTEM

MEGA-LIBRE™ SLAB PAVING SYSTEM

OLD WORLD PAVER™ PAVING SYSTEM

3-Piece System

Dimensions**
Units/
Pallet

Units/
Layer

Number Of  
Layers

Sq. Ft./Layer

Lin. Ft. 
per Pallet

Sailor/
Soldier

Weight/
Piece 

Weight/
Pallet

Sq. Ft./
Layer 
PalletThickness Length Width

Small
Rectangle

31/8" 10 3/8" 51/8" 24 3 8
3.05 10.25

13.25 
lbs.

2,886 lbs.
10.29
92.66
82.37

Square 31/8" 10 3/8" 10 3/8" 24 3 8
6.11 20.75

26.25 
lbs.

Large
Rectangle

31/8" 15 5/8" 10 3/8" 48 6 8
18.30

62.50
41.50

39.25 
lbs.

1-Piece System

Large
Square

31/8" 15 5/8" 15 5/8" 48 6 8
10.33 62.50 59 lbs. 2,915 lbs.

10.33
82.68

3-Piece System

Dimensions**
Units/
Pallet

Units/
Layer

Number Of  
Layers

Sq. Ft./Layer

Lin. Ft. 
per Pallet

Sailor

Weight/
Piece 

Weight/
Pallet

Sq. Ft./
PalletThickness Length Width

Small
Rectangle

31/8" 73/4" 51/8" 88 11 8
3.01 56.83 8.5 lbs.

3,006 lbs.
11.28
92.27

Medium
Rectangle

31/8" 10 1/4" 51/8" 96 12 8
4.22 82.0 12 lbs.

Large
Rectangle

31/8" 127/8" 51/8" 72 9 8
4.05 77.25 14.5 lbs.

2-Piece System

Dimensions**
Units/Pallet Units/Layer

Number Of  
Layers

Sq. Ft./Layer

Weight/
Piece Weight/Pallet Sq. Ft./

Layer PalletThickness Length Width

Large
Unit

2 3/8" 31 161/4" 20 2
10
5.7

70 lbs.

2,425 lbs.
8.6
86

Small
Unit

2 3/8" 22 3/4" 161/4" 20 2
10
2.9

42.8 lbs.

** All dimensions are nominal

Belgard Product and Installation Guide-Guts-2016.indd   78 5/10/16   3:41 PM
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Paving System Product Information 

** All dimensions are nominal

URBANA™ STONE PAVING SYSTEM

ECO-DUBLIN® PERMEABLE PAVING SYSTEM

MELVILLE® PAVING SYSTEM

3-Piece System

Dimensions**
Units/
Pallet

Units/
Layer

Number Of  
Layers

Sq. Ft./Layer

Lin. Ft. 
per Pallet

Sailor

Weight/
Piece 

Weight/
Pallet

Sq. Ft./
PalletThickness Length Width

Small
Rectangle

31/8" 73/4" 51/8" 88 11 8
3.01 56.83 8.5 lbs.

3,006 lbs.
11.28
92.27

Medium
Rectangle

31/8" 10 1/4" 51/8" 96 12 8
4.22 82.0 12 lbs.

Large
Rectangle

31/8" 127/8" 51/8" 72 9 8
4.05 77.25 14.5 lbs.

3-Piece System

Dimensions**
Units/
Pallet

Units/
Layer

Number Of  
Layers

Sq. Ft./Layer

Lin. Ft. 
Per Pallet

Sailor/
Soldier

Weight/
Piece 

Weight/
Pallet

Sq. Ft./
Layer 
PalletThickness Length Width

Small
Rectangle

31/8" 8" 4" 72 9 8
15.5 26.16 7.2 lbs.

3,168 lbs.
11.625

93
Small
Square

31/8" 8" 8" 72 9 8
31 53.16

14.45 
lbs.

Large
Rectangle

31/8" 12" 8" 72 9 8
46.5

79.31
53.16

21.65 
lbs.

3-Piece System

Dimensions**
Units/
Pallet

Units/
Layer

Number Of  
Layers

Sq. Ft./Layer

Lin. Ft. 
per Pallet 

Sailor/
Soldier

Weight/
Piece 

Weight/
Pallet

Sq. Ft./
Layer 
PalletThickness Length Width

Small
Rectangle

31/8" 615/16" 37/16" 120 15 8
2.44 34.40 5 lbs.

3,143 lbs.
11.45
91.60

Small
Square

31/8" 615/16" 615/16" 64 8 8
2.64 37 10 lbs.

Large
Rectangle

31/8" 105/16" 615/16" 104 13 8
6.37

89.40
37

15 lbs.

3-Piece System

Dimensions** Units/
Pallet

Units/
Layer

Number Of  
Layers

Sq. Ft./Layer

Lin. Ft./ 
Pallet

Weight/
Piece 

Weight/
Pallet

Sq. Ft./
Layer 
PalletThickness Length Width

Small
Rectangle

31/8" 15" 71/2" 21 3
7

2.35
13 28 lbs.

3,225 lbs.
11.99
83.97Square 31/8" 15" 15" 21 3

7
4.7

26 56 lbs.

Large
Rectangle

31/8" 22 7/16" 15" 14 2 4.7 26 84 lbs.

2-Piece System

Dimensions**
Units/Pallet Units/Layer

Number Of  
Layers

Sq. Ft./Layer

Weight/
Piece Weight/Pallet Sq. Ft./

Layer PalletThickness Length Width

Large
Unit

2 3/8" 31 161/4" 20 2
10
5.7

70 lbs.

2,425 lbs.
8.6
86

Small
Unit

2 3/8" 22 3/4" 161/4" 20 2
10
2.9

42.8 lbs.
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Paving System Product Information 

LAFITT™ PAVING SYSTEM

LAFITT™ RUSTIC SLAB PAVING SYSTEM

MEGA-DUBLIN AND KINGSTON PAVING SYSTEM

3-Piece System

Dimensions**
Units/
Pallet

Units/
Layer

Number Of  
Layers

Sq. Ft./Layer

Lin. Ft./ 
Pallet 
Sailor/
Soldier

Weight/
Piece 

Weight/
Pallet

Sq. Ft. 
Layer/
PalletThickness Length Width

Small
Rectangle

23/8" 71/16" 39/16"
100
121

10 10
1.74 29.70 4.7 lbs.

2,870 lbs.
10.46
104.6

Square 23/8" 71/16" 71/16"
100
121

10 10
3.48 58.85 9.4 lbs.

Large
Rectangle

23/8" 105/8" 71/16"
100
110

10 10
5.23

88.5
58.85

14.1 lbs.

3-Piece System

Dimensions** Units/
Pallet

Units/
Layer

Number Of  
Layers

Sq. Ft./Layer
Weight/Piece Weight/Pallet Sq. Ft./Layer 

PalletThickness Length Width

Small
Rectangle

23/8" 15" 71/2" 27 3
10

2.34
20 lbs.

3,170 lbs.
11.65

104.90Square 23/8" 15" 15" 27 3
10

4.69
42 lbs.

Large
Rectangle

23/8" 22 1/2" 15" 18 2
10

4.69
63 lbs.

3-Piece System

Dimensions**
Units/
Pallet

Units/
Layer

Number Of  
Layers

Sq. Ft./Layer

Lin. Ft./ 
Pallet

Soldier/
Soldier

Weight/
Piece 

Weight/
Pallet

Sq. Ft./
Layer 
PalletThickness Length Width

Small
Rectangle

23/8" 71/16 " 3 9/16" 100 10
10

1.74
29.70 4.7 lbs.

2,870 lbs.
10.46
104.6Square 23/8" 71/16" 71/16" 100 10

10
3.48

58.85 9.4 lbs.

Large
Rectangle

23/8" 10 5/8" 71/16" 100 10
10

5.23
88.5

58.85
14.1 lbs.

1-Piece System

Mega-Dublin
Rectangle

23/8" 83/4" 57/8" 240 30
8

10.8
1,410 10 lbs. 2,452 10.75

87
15.2
76Kingston

Rectangle
23/8" 81/4" 51/2" 240 30

8
9.48

1,320 9 lbs. 2,212
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Paving System Product Information 

KINGSTON™ PAVING SYSTEMS  
PAVING UNITS

HOLLAND PAVING SYSTEMS 
PAVING UNITS

HOLLAND PERMEABLE PAVING SYSTEM 
PAVING UNITS

Dimensions*

Units/
Pallet

Sq. Ft./
Pallet

Sq. Ft. Coverage/
Piece Approx. Piec-

es/Sq. Ft.

Weight/
Piece 

Weight/
Pallet

Number Of Bands
Pieces/Band
Sq. Ft./BandThickness Length Width

Square
2⅜"

 (60 mm)
5½" 5½" 480 101

0.21
4.76

6 lbs. 2,932 lbs.
8

60
12.63

Rectangle
2⅜"

(60 mm)
8¼" 5½" 240 76

0.316
3.17

9 lbs. 2,212 lbs.
5

48
15.20

Circle Kit Center Stone, 
Small Circle, 3/4 Stone,  
Large Circle

2⅜" 
(60 mm)

9'9" circle
NA NA 1 74 NA NA 2,151 lbs. NA

Dimensions*

Units/
Pallet

Sq. Ft./
Pallet

Sq. Ft. Coverage/
Piece Approx. Piec-

es/Sq. Ft.

Weight/
Piece Weight/Pallet

Number Of Bands 
Pieces/Band  
Sq. Ft./BandThickness Length Width

60 mm
2⅜"

(60 mm)
7⅞" 3⅞" 486 105

0.216
4.6

6 lbs. 2,968 lbs.
6

81
17.33

25 mm*
1" 

(25 mm)
7⅞" 3⅞" 240 51

0.216
4.6

2.5 lbs. 1,252 lbs.
6 layers

NA
40 pcs./layer

Dimensions*

Units/
Pallet

Sq. Ft./
Pallet

Sq. Ft. Coverage/
Piece Approx. Piec-

es/Sq. Ft.

Weight/ 
Piece 

Weight/
Pallet

Number Of Bands 
Pieces/Band  
Sq. Ft./bandThickness Length Width

80 mm

3⅛"
(80 mm)

10" 5"
49 half
196 full

77
0.173/0.347

5.78/2.88
6 lbs.

12 lbs.
2,691 lbs. NA

(Includes half sizes; 
 can be machine laid)

* All dimensions are nominal
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Paving System Product Information

Dimensions**

Units/
Pallet

Sq. Ft./
Pallet

Sq. ft. 
Coverage/

Piece 
Approx. 

Pieces/Sq. 
Ft.

Weight/
Piece 

Weight/
Pallet

Non-tumbled

 Bands/Pallet, 
Pieces Band,
Sq. Ft./Band

Tumbled
  

Layers/Pallet,
Pieces/Layers,
Sq. Ft./Layer

Thickness Length Width

Small Rectangle

2¾"
(70 mm) 8¼" 5½" 240 76 0.316

3.17 10.5 lbs. 2,572 lbs.
5

48
15.2

8
30
9.5

Large Rectangle

2¾"
(70 mm) 11" 8¼" 128 81 0.63

1.58 20.9 lbs. 2,727 lbs.
4

32
20.25

8
16

10.12

Large Square

2¾"
(70 mm) 13¾ 13¾"

60
non- 

tumbled

79
non- 

tumbled
1.31
0.76 42 lbs.

2,572 lbs.
non-

tumbled

10 Layers,   
6  Pieces/Layer,  
7.9 Sq. Ft./Layer

63 83 2,698 lbs.
7 Layers,   

9  Pieces/Layer,  
11.86 Sq. Ft./Layer

     

SLATON PLUS™ AND SLATON PLUS™ TUMBLED PAVING SYSTEMS 
PAVING UNITS – tumbled and large square not banded

Dimensions**
Units/Pallet Sq. Ft./Pallet Sq. Ft./Piece Weight/Unit Weight/Pallet

Thickness Length Width

31/8" 153/8" 21" 54 77.6 1.44 51 2,803 lbs.

MEGA-ARBEL STONE PAVING SYSTEM 
PAVING UNITS

** All dimensions are nominal
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4-Piece System
Dimensions** Units/

Pallet
Units/
Layer

Number Of  
Layers

Sq. Ft./Layer
Lin. Ft./
Pallet

Weight/
Piece 

Weight/
Pallet

Sq. Ft./
PalletThickness Length Width

3⅛" 
(80 mm)

9" 5.625" 32 4 8
9.75

167

13.25 lbs.

3,008 lbs. 78

3⅛" 
(80 mm)

12.875" 5.625" 32 4 8
9.75 18.9 lbs.

3⅛" 
(80 mm)

18.4375" 5.625" 32 4 8
9.75 27.25 lbs. 

3⅛" 
(80 mm)

22.375" 5.625" 32 4 8
9.75 33 lbs.

RINN™ PADIO™ 14 PAVING SYSTEM

RINN™ HYDROPOR LAZIANO® PAVING SYSTEM

RINN™ LAZIANO® PAVING SYSTEM

RINN™ MEDINO® PAVING SYSTEM

3-Piece System

Dimensions** Units/
Pallet

Units/
Layer

Number Of  
Layers

Sq. Ft./Layer

Lin. Ft./ 
Pallet

Weight/
Piece 

Weight/
Pallet

Sq. Ft./
PalletThickness Length Width

2⅜" 
(60 mm)

4.125" 8.25" 120 10 12
8.22

143

7 lbs.

2,836 lbs. 972⅜" 
(60 mm)

8.25" 8.25" 60 5 12
8.22 16 lbs.

2⅜" 
(60 mm)

12.375" 8.25" 60 5 12
8.22 20 lbs

3-Piece System
Dimensions** Units/

Pallet
Units/
Layer

Number Of  
Layers

Sq. Ft./Layer

Lin. Ft./
Pallet

Weight/
Piece 

Weight/
Pallet

Sq. Ft./
PalletThickness Length Width

3⅛" 
(80 mm)

4.125" 8.25" 90 10 9
8.22

107

8.5 lbs.

2,707 lbs. 743⅛" 
(80 mm)

8.25" 8.25" 45 5 9
8.22 17 lbs.

3⅛" 
(80 mm)

12.375" 8.25" 45 5 9
8.22 25 lbs

3-Piece System
Dimensions** Units/

Pallet
Units/
Layer

Number Of Layers
Sq. Ft./Layer

Lin. Ft./
Pallet

Weight/
Piece 

Weight/
Pallet

Sq. Ft./
PalletThickness Length Width

2¾"
(70 mm)

6.875" 13.75" 44 4 11
9.09

88

21 lbs.

3,396 lbs. 100
2¾"

(70 mm)
13.75" 13.75" 22 2 11

9.09 45 lbs.

2¾"
(70 mm)

20.625" 13.75" 22 2 11
9.09 65 lbs.

** All dimensions are nominal
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Edging Product Information  

HIGHLAND STONE® EDGER

TECHTURE STONE® EDGER

Dimensions Units/
Pallet

Lin. Ft./
Pallet

Weight/
Piece 

Weight/
PalletThickness Length Width

Unit 3⅞" 713/16" 75/8" 120 78 17 lbs. 2,092 lbs.

Dimensions Units/
Pallet Lin. Ft./Pallet Weight/

Piece 
Weight/

PalletThickness Length Width

Unit 3⅝" up to 15⅜" 3⅝" Varies approx. 240 varies 3,112 lbs.

ANCHOR EDGER™ BULLET EDGER
Dimensions Units/

Pallet
Lin. Ft./
Pallet

Weight/
Piece 

Weight/
PalletThickness Length Width

Unit 3" 12" 4" 300 300 10.5 lbs. 3,202 lbs.

BULLNOSE COPING
Dimensions Units/

Pallet
Lin. Ft./
Pallet

Sq. Ft./
Pallet

Pieces/Sq. 
Ft.

Weight/
Piece 

Weight/
PalletThickness Length Width

Unit
2⅜"

(60 mm)
13" 3⅞" 210 814 74 NA 10 lbs. 2,152 lbs.

Dimensions Units/
Pallet

Lin. Ft./
Pallet

Sq. Ft./
Pallet

Pieces/Sq. 
Ft.

Weight/
Piece 

Weight/
PalletThickness Length Width

Unit 31/8" 1113/16" 515/16" 120 60 58.45 NA 17.5 lbs. 2,094 lbs.

** All dimensions are nominal

BULLNOSE 6" COPING
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Product Description

RG+ Polymeric Sand •  Becomes water resistant 90 minutes 
after installation

•  Stays in place better than any other sand
•  Resists erosion – Water, frost, wind, etc.
• Sets above 32oF
• Inhibits weed growth
• Resists ants and other insects
• Stabilizes pavers – Follows movements
•  Applied dry – Hardens after being 

sprayed
• Minimum joint width 1/8”
• Maximum joint width 1”
• Minimum joint depth 1.5”

HP NextGel  
Jointing Sand

•  Recommended for heavy traffic 
applications

• Optimal strength
• For high humidity applications
• Ideal for wide and false paver joints
•  Natural stone installations
•  Commercial, residential, industrial and 

public projects

CastleGuard™ Edge 
Restraints

•  Innovative arch-bridge design absorbs 
outward force

•  Unique coupling system delivers perfect 
alignment and quick installation

•  8-foot sections
•  Made from durable and lightweight 

polypropylene

Snap Edge Paver 
Edge Restraint

•  One-piece system does it all: straights, 
curves or a complete radius without 
waste

•  Injection molded HDPE/plastic 
ensures the strongest edge designed 
for vehicular and patio/walkway 
applications

•  Open base design allows for grass 
growth along paver edge creating a 
strong yet invisible edge

•  Snap and spike together ends for a 
secure connection and extra support

•  Install before or after the pavers have 
been laid

Product Description

Techniseal Oil & 
Grease Remover

•  Removes penetrated petroleum-based 
products

•  Dislodges and encapsulates oil and 
grease

• Dries from a liquid to a powder
• No scrubbing. No rinsing. No mess.

Techniseal Rust 
Remover

•  Effectively removes stains caused by 
metal, rusted water, fertilizer, etc.

Pavement with efflorescence (whitish 
salt) will appear spotted after the use 
of Rust Remover; for uniform results, 
finish by cleaning the entire surface with 
Efflorescence Cleaner. Do not use on 
natural stones or poured concrete.

Techniseal Paint, Tar 
& Rubber Remover

•  Removes sealant, paint, tar or bitumen, 
rubber and chewing gum.

Techniseal Organic 
Stain Remover

• Minimum scrubbing required 
• Effectively removes moss, mildew, bird 
   droppings and leaves, wine, blood and     
   non-greasy food stains
• Easy to rinse

Techniseal Paver 
Prep/Efforescence 
Cleaner

•  Dislodges efflorescence and ground-in 
dirt.

•  Brightens up color and prepares surface 
for the application of a sealant.

• Concentrated
• Must be diluted

IMPORTANT:  Read and understand 
directions carefully before use.

Techniseal Paver 
Restorer

•  Removes polymeric sand haze on 
concrete or clay pavers and slabs with 
little or no effect to paver color or 
surface

• Removes cement slurry
 
IMPORTANT:  Read and understand 
directions carefully before use.

Accessories

Techiseal® ProTectors for concrete pavers, wet-cast pavers protect and beautify and joint stabilizing protectors also available. 
Techniseal.com 1-800-465-7325
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Anchor Block Company 
5959 Baker Road | Suite 390 | Minnetonka, MN 55345 
1-800-440-8657

PEACE OF MIND, GUARANTEED

Lifetime Transferable Limited Warranty

Oldcastle Architectural, Inc. (“Belgard”) is proud to inform you that all of our interlocking concrete paver 
and retaining walls (“Products”) meet and/or exceed the requirements of ASTM C-936 and ASTM C-1372. 
Belgard guarantees its Products against these standards for the lifetime of the Product defined by ICPI.  
This guarantee does not apply to splitting, chipping or other breakage that could be caused by impact, 
abrasion or overloading.  This warranty is transferable. The original proof of purchase is required. 

This warranty is only valid if the material is installed under the guidelines of the ICPI (www.ICPI.org), The NCMA 
(www.ncma.org) or the Belgard Installation Guideline Manual. Improper installation voids this warranty.  This 
warranty is for residential applications only and does not apply to commercial applications. It is recommended 
that the job is installed by a Belgard Authorized Contractor who guarantees their workmanship for a 
minimum of 2 years from the date of install. 

For warranty service, contact Belgard at 1-800-BELGARD.  A service representative will investigate your 
claim within 10 business days. If the Belgard Product fails to meet the specifications, Belgard will replace 
the defective product at no charge.  Color matching cannot be guaranteed. Belgard will not be responsible 
for any replacement labor, consequential damages or incidental damages.  THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU 
SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS, AND YOU MAY ALSO HAVE OTHER RIGHTS WHICH VARY FROM STATE TO STATE. 
SOME STATES DO NOT ALLOW FOR THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL 
DAMAGES, SO THE ABOVE LIMITATION OR EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. 

For more information, please  
visit us at: Belgard.com/GHseal  
and Belgard.com/Warranty

© Copyright 2016 Oldcastle. All Rights Reserved. 14.3595.4 05/16
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